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ABSTRACT

Aims. We study the environment in which a galaxy lies (i.e. field or group) and its connection with the morphology of the galaxy. This
is done by examining the distribution of parametric and non-parametric statistics across the star-formation rate (SFR) - stellar mass
(M?) plane and studying how these distributions change with the environment in the local universe (z < 0.15).
Methods. We determine the concentration (C), Gini, M20, asymmetry, Gini-M20 bulge statistic (GMB), 50% light radius (r50), total
Sérsic index, and bulge Sérsic index (nBulge) for galaxies from the Galaxy and Mass Assembly (GAMA) survey using optical images
from the Kilo Degree Survey. We determine the galaxy environment using the GAMA group catalogue and split the galaxies into field
or group galaxies. The group galaxies are further divided by the group halo mass (Mh) - 11 ≤ log(Mh/M�) < 12, 12 ≤ log(Mh/M�) <
13, and 13 ≤ log(Mh/M�) < 14 - and into central and satellite galaxies. The galaxies in each of these samples are then placed onto the
SFR-M? plane, and each parameter is used as a third dimension. We fit the resulting distributions for each parameter in each sample
using two two-dimensional Gaussian distributions: one for star-forming galaxies and one for quiescent galaxies. The coefficients of
these Gaussian fits are then compared between environments.
Results. Using C and r50, we find that galaxies typically become larger as the group mass increases. This change is greater for larger
galaxies. There is no indication that galaxies are typically more or less clumpy as the environment changes. Using GMB and nBulge,
we see that the star-forming galaxies do not become more bulge or disk dominated as the group mass changes. Asymmetry does not
appear to be greatly influenced by environment.

Key words. Galaxies: structure – Galaxies: groups: general – Galaxies: evolution – Methods: statistical – Methods: numerical

1. Introduction

Galaxy groups are large, gravitationally bound structures that
contain a few to a few tens of galaxies, all lying within the same
dark matter halo. The scale of the groups lies between those
of single galaxies and those of the larger galaxy clusters: The
halo masses of groups are typically between 1011 and 1014 M�
(e.g. Crook et al. 2007; Lim et al. 2017; Calderon & Berlind
2019). Galaxy groups, and indeed clusters, arise from the merg-
ers of smaller dark matter halos, or from the infall of a smaller
dark matter halo into a larger halo, under the hierarchical growth
found in the current cold dark matter cosmology. More than half
of all galaxies are observed to lie in group environments, with the
remaining galaxies being field galaxies that are found alone (e.g.
Huchra & Geller 1982; Eke et al. 2004; Lim et al. 2017). The
galaxies within groups contain a range of different morphologi-
cal and physical properties, with elliptical, spiral, star-forming,
and quiescent galaxies, and everything in between. Groups are
also thought to pre-process galaxies before forming larger and
denser structures (e.g. Porter et al. 2008; Wetzel et al. 2013;
Haines et al. 2015; Kraljic et al. 2018).

It is often reported that there is a reduction in the star-
formation rate (SFR) of galaxies, as well as the fraction of star-

forming galaxies, that lie within groups compared to those that
lie in the field. This reduction is seen to be greater in denser and
more massive environments as well as in galaxies closer to the
centre of the group (e.g. Lewis et al. 2002; Gómez et al. 2003;
Peng et al. 2010, 2012; Wijesinghe et al. 2012; Pintos-Castro
et al. 2013; Schaefer et al. 2017, 2019; Smethurst et al. 2017;
Barsanti et al. 2018; Amado et al. 2019; Contini et al. 2020; Gu
et al. 2020; Otter et al. 2020; Cluver et al. 2020; Vázquez-Mata
et al. 2020). This environmental quenching is believed to arise
from harassment, galaxy-galaxy interactions and gas starvation
as well as ram pressure stripping as a galaxy moves through
a group (e.g. Peng et al. 2010; Wetzel et al. 2013; Smethurst
et al. 2017). This stripping results in the star-formation becom-
ing more centralised in star-forming galaxies that lie in higher
mass groups (Schaefer et al. 2017, 2019). For the stellar mass
(M?) of galaxies in groups, the stellar-mass function is seen to
have a steeper low mass end as the environment becomes denser
(Poudel et al. 2016).

The galaxy main sequence (MS) is a well-studied, tight cor-
relation between the SFR and M? of star-forming galaxies (e.g.
Brinchmann et al. 2004; Elbaz et al. 2007; Noeske et al. 2007;
Speagle et al. 2014; Pearson et al. 2018). With the noted reduc-
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tion in SFR in group environments and changes to the low mass
end of the stellar-mass function, it is possible for groups to in-
fluence the MS. However, it is as yet unclear if the MS is influ-
enced by the environment. Some studies provide evidence that
the MSs derived from galaxies within groups or lone field galax-
ies are consistent with one another (Peng et al. 2010; Calvi et al.
2018; Guglielmo et al. 2019). However, others show a reduc-
tion in the normalisation of the MS for group galaxies (Barsanti
et al. 2018; Old et al. 2020) or show that galaxies in the centre
of a group have an unchanged MS, while the satellite galaxies
have a reduction in the MS normalisation (Wang et al. 2018).
This difference in the MS normalisation between group and field
galaxies, or the lack there of, may be influenced by redshift (Er-
fanianfar et al. 2016).

The morphologies of all galaxies, both in and out of groups,
can be studied in a number of ways. Morphological classifica-
tion can be done visually, for example by examining images
of galaxies for evidence of spiral arms and bars or asymme-
tries. Originally only conducted by expert astronomers, recent
developments have seen the employment of citizen scientists, in
projects such as Galaxy Zoo (Lintott et al. 2008), and the increas-
ing use of machine learning (e.g. Dieleman et al. 2015; Huertas-
Company et al. 2015; Beck et al. 2018) has allowed visual mor-
phologies to be derived for larger and larger data sets. Automated
methods can also fit light profiles to galaxies, such as the Sérsic
profile (Sérsic 1963; Graham & Driver 2005), to determine para-
metric statistics, or then can use non-parametric statistics, such
as concentration, asymmetry, or smoothness (e.g. Bershady et al.
2000; Conselice et al. 2003; Conselice 2003; Lotz et al. 2004),
to describe the light profile of the galaxy. From these parametric
and non-parametric statistics, the Hubble type of a galaxy can be
inferred or evidence of galaxy-galaxy interactions can be found.

Group environments are known to influence the morpholo-
gies of galaxies (Dressler 1980). As the mass of a group’s halo
increases, the fraction of spiral galaxies decreases and the frac-
tion of elliptical galaxies increases. This trend also holds true in
the field, with a greater fraction of spiral galaxies and a lower
fraction of ellipticals relative to groups. The exact split between
spirals and ellipticals varies between studies, but it is typically
found that over half of group galaxies are elliptical, compared to
less than 40% of field galaxies (e.g. van Dokkum et al. 2000;
Holden et al. 2007; van der Wel et al. 2007; Wilman & Er-
win 2012; Nantais et al. 2013; Calvi et al. 2018; Cluver et al.
2020). As noted above, this increase in the fraction of elliptical
galaxies in group environments is accompanied by environmen-
tal quenching and the associated reduction in SFR.

In this work, we aim to study the connection between galaxy
morphology and the environment in which the galaxy lies: field
or group. This will be done by examining the distribution of
parametric and non-parametric statistics across the SFR-M?

plane for star-forming and quiescent galaxies and by studying
how these distributions change with environment. To achieve
this, we will use galaxies from the Galaxy And Mass Assem-
bly (GAMA) survey (Driver et al. 2011), which provides us
with the necessary SFRs, Mstars, and environments, coupled with
morphological parameters derived from the Kilo Degree Survey
(KiDS; de Jong et al. 2013a,b) optical imaging in Pearson et al.
(2019).

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 discusses the
data used and the sample selection, with Sect. 3 providing de-
scriptions of the morphological parameters used and the mod-
elling of their distributions. Section 4 presents the results, and
Sect. 5 provides a discussion. We conclude in Sect. 6. Where

necessary, we use the Planck 2015 cosmology: Ωm = 0.307, ΩΛ

= 0.693 and H0 = 67.7 (Planck Collaboration et al. 2016)

2. Data

This work is based on data from the GAMA survey (Driver
et al. 2011), using galaxies with spectroscopic redshifts below
0.15. The GAMA group catalogue (Robotham et al. 2011) is
used to identify the galaxies that can be considered to lie in a
group or those that are lone field galaxies. The group galax-
ies are subsequently divided by the halo mass (Mh) estimate
of the group: halo mass of 11 ≤ log(Mh/M�) < 12 (here-
after HB11), 12 ≤ log(Mh/M�) < 13 (hereafter HB12), and
13 ≤ log(Mh/M�) < 14 (hereafter HB13). The median unbiased
halo mass estimate is used for Mh (See Robotham et al. 2011, for
further details). As it is expected that central and satellite galax-
ies of a group will be influenced differently, we further split the
central galaxies from their satellite counterparts within each halo
mass bin, using the iteratively derived classifications from the
GAMA group catalogue1. Larger and smaller halo masses were
not considered due to the small number of galaxies available to
study. We use the GAMA SFRs and M?s derived using MAG-
PHYS (da Cunha et al. 2008). We note that the GAMA MAG-
PHYS SFRs are consistent with the GAMA Hα SFRs while pro-
viding a larger sample (Davies et al. 2016).

Mass completeness was then derived empirically following
Pozzetti et al. (2010) for the field, central HB11, satellite HB11,
central HB12, satellite HB12, central HB13, and satellite HB13
galaxies separately. To do this, the mass that every galaxy would
need (Mlim) to be detected at the r-band magnitude limit was
calculated for each galaxy individually following

log(Mlim/M�) = log(M/M�) − 0.4(rlim − r), (1)

where r is the observed r-band magnitude and rlim is the limit-
ing magnitude used to select galaxies in GAMA: 19.8. The mass
limit is then the Mlim that 90% of the faintest 20% of galaxies
lie below. Galaxies that lie below these mass limits are removed
from further study. Once cut for completeness, the field contains
17 678 galaxies, while the central HB11 and satellite HB11 con-
tain 1018 and 1296 galaxies, respectively, the central and satel-
lite HB12 contain 1780 and 3299 galaxies, and the central and
satellite HB13 contain 900 and 3665 galaxies.

For further analysis, we split the galaxies into star-forming
and quiescent subsets. To do this, we applied a cut in the SFR-
M? plane. Galaxies that lie above the visually defined cut of

log(SFR/M�yr−1) = 0.7 × log(M?/M�) − 7.7 (2)

were considered to be star-forming and those below quiescent.
This line was selected to lie approximately along the green val-
ley of the field galaxies, between the star-forming and quiescent
galaxies, as shown in Fig. 1.

The majority of the morphological parameters of the GAMA
objects were derived in Pearson et al. (2019) using r-band im-
ages from KiDS (de Jong et al. 2013a,b; Kuijken et al. 2019),
which mainly trace the stellar emission from galaxies, and the
statmorph package (Rodriguez-Gomez et al. 2019). Here we
use concentration (C), asymmetry (A), Gini, the second-order
moment of the brightest 20% of the light (M20), and the Gini-
M20 bulge (GMB) non-parametric statistics (Bershady et al.
1 The iterative process finds the centre of light in the r-band, removes
the furthest galaxy and then repeats this process until only two galaxies
remain. The central is then defined as the brightest of these two galaxies
in the r-band (Robotham et al. 2011).
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Fig. 1. SFR against M? for the field galaxies showing the number den-
sity from low (light purple) to high (red). The blue line indicates the
visually defined cut between the star-forming and quiescent galaxies as
defined by Eq. 2, while the vertical dashed brown line indicates the mass
limit.

2000; Wu et al. 2001; Conselice et al. 2003; Conselice 2003;
Lotz et al. 2004; Snyder et al. 2015; Rodriguez-Gomez et al.
2019) as well as the radius containing 50% of the light (r50, in
kpc) and the total Sérsic index (n; Sérsic 1963). These parame-
ters are described in more detail in the next section.

The bulge Sérsic index (nBulge) was also studied. Here, the
values from Robotham et al. (2017) were used, derived using
bulge-disk decomposition on r-band KiDS images with PROFIT
(Robotham et al. 2017). For the galaxies that did not have nBulge
values available in this catalogue, primarily galaxies with z >
0.07, bulge-disk decomposition was performed with PROFIT on
the r-band KiDS images. This was done by fitting a Sérsic pro-
file along with an exponential disk. The bulge-disk decomposi-
tion was considered successful if the centre of the exponential
disk was within one-fifth of the Sérsic radius (in pixels) or three
pixels of the centre of the Sérsic profile, whichever was larger.
The centre of the Sérsic profile must also be further than 10 pix-
els from the edge of the galaxy cutout. We also require that the
magnitude of the Sérsic and exponential profiles are less than 26.
As a result of these criteria for successful bulge-disk decompo-
sition, the number of galaxies in each data set is reduces when
studying nBulge. There are 5653 field galaxies, 414 central and
497 satellite HB11 galaxies, 609 central and 1155 satellite HB12
galaxies and 289 central and 1715 satellite galaxies in HB13.

3. Parameter descriptions and modelling

3.1. Parameter descriptions

The concentration is a description of the ratio between the
amount of light in the centre of a galaxy with the amount of
light across a larger radius. The statmorph package follows the
definition of Lotz et al. (2004), comparing the ratio of the radius
that contains 20% of the light to that which contains 80% of the
light. Larger values of C indicate that more light is concentrated
in the centre of the galaxy.

The asymmetry calculation also follows Lotz et al. (2004)
and measures the rotational symmetry of a galaxy. To calculate
A, the image is rotated by 180◦ and this rotated image is sub-
tracted from the original image. The residual values are summed
to give the final value of A. Larger values of A indicate that a
galaxy is less rotationally symmetric.

The Gini coefficient describes the distribution of light be-
tween pixels, where a Gini of 1 has all the light in a single pixel

and a value of 0 has the light spread equally across all pixels.
While similar to C, Gini provides an indication of how concen-
trated the light is within a galaxy independent of the spatial dis-
tribution of the light within the galaxy. Gini is calculated by de-
termining the mean of the absolute difference between all pixels,
as described in Lotz et al. (2004).

The second-order moment of the brightest 20% of the light
(M20), as with the parameters discussed in detail so far, also
follows Lotz et al. (2004). M20 describes the second-order mo-
ment of the brightest 20% of a galaxy’s pixels normalised by
the second-order moment of the entire galaxy. To determine the
second-order moment, the flux in each pixel being used is mul-
tiplied by the distance to the centre of the galaxy, with the sum
of these values giving the second-order moment. Less negative
M20 values imply that a galaxy is more concentrated although,
as with Gini, this concentration is not necessarily in the centre
of the galaxy.

The Gini-M20 bulge parameter (GMB) is five times the per-
pendicular distance, in the Gini-M20 plane, from a galaxy to
the line that separates early and late type galaxies. That is
(Rodriguez-Gomez et al. 2019),

GMB = −0.693M20 + 4.95Gini − 3.96. (3)

The greater GMB is above zero, the greater the bulge domination
while the lower GMB is below zero, the greater the disk domina-
tion. While providing similar information to M20, C or the Sérsic
index, GMB is less sensitive to dust and mergers (Snyder et al.
2015).

The radius that contains 50% of the light (r50) is the radius
of a circle that contains 50% of the total light emitted from a
galaxy. Here, the total light is defined as the sum of the flux
within 1.5 times the circular pretrosian radius. The larger r50 is
at a given total light emitted by the galaxy, the more diffuse the
light profile.

The total Sérsic index (n) is the best fit power law index for
the Sérsic profile (Sérsic 1963) that has been fitted to the light
profile of an entire galaxy. Higher n imply a more bulge domi-
nated structure while lower n imply a more disk-like structure.
If the total Sérsic profile is a good description of the light profile
of a galaxy, n will be monotonically related to C (Graham et al.
2001).

The final parameter, the bulge Sérsic index (nBulge), is as n
but for only the bulge of a galaxy after bulge-disk decomposi-
tion. Here, we assume an exponential disk when decomposing a
galaxy.

3.2. Parameter distribution modelling

To compare the parameters in different environments, we
generate simple models to describe their distributions. Two-
dimensional (i.e. z as a function of x and y) Gaussian distri-
butions are fitted in the three-dimensional SFR-M?-Parameter
space using Markov chain Monte Carlo, implemented with the
Python emcee package (Foreman-Mackey et al. 2013). We sep-
arately fit one Gaussian for the star-forming population and one
for the quiescent population. The Gaussian takes the form

z = A0 + AG exp
(
−1

2(1 − ρ2)

(
(x − µx)2

σ2
x
−

2ρ(x − µx)(y − µy)
σxσy

+

(y − µy)2

σ2
y

))
,

(4)
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where z is the parameter at a log(SFR)-log(M?) (y, x) position,
A0 is the normalisation, AG is the amplitude of the Gaussian, σx
is the standard deviation along log(M?) (hereafter σM?

), σy is
the standard deviation along log(SFR) (hereafter σS FR), and ρ is
the correlation between log(M?) and log(SFR). The two means,
µx and µy, are the means of the distributions along log(M?) and
log(SFR) (hereafter µM?

and µS FR, respectively). The absolute
value of AG can be taken as the range of values that the parameter
takes, while A0 is the minimum value of the parameter if AG is
positive or the maximum value if AG is negative. We enforce that
σM?

and σS FR must be positive and ρ must be between −1 and
1. Modelling in such a way allows us to study how the parameter
changes with M? and SFR simultaneously.

An example of the fitting procedure for the field galaxies’ C
is presented in Fig. 2, where we show the mean C within bins of
SFR and M?. As can be seen, the model (Fig. 2b) closely resem-
bles the original distribution (Fig. 2a) with small residual values
(Fig. 2c). As Eq. 2 passes through SFR-M? bins, these bins will
contain galaxies classified as star-forming and quiescent. This
results in these bins smoothing the join between the star-forming
and quiescent models, hiding any discontinuities. These discon-
tinuities can be more clearly seen in the contours of the model
overlaid on Fig. 2b. An example corner plot showing the corre-
lation between the fitting coefficients for the star-forming field
galaxies’ concentration can be found in Appendix A.

4. Results

Here we present the results from the fitting. The Gaussian’s coef-
ficients are presented as a function of environment mass in Figs
3 to 9 with the coefficients for star-forming galaxies in the (a)
panels and for quiescent galaxies in the (b) panels. The exact
values for these coefficients can be found in Appendix B.

Using our crude split between star-forming and quiescent
galaxies, we also find that the fraction of star-forming galax-
ies decreases as the environment becomes more massive: 79.1%
of field galaxies are star-forming, dropping to 72.6% in HB11,
62.0% in HB12, and 48.7% in the most massive environments
of HB13. This is qualitatively in line with other works, which
also find an increase in the fraction of quiescent galaxies as
the host environment’s mass increases (e.g. Lewis et al. 2002;
Gómez et al. 2003; Peng et al. 2010, 2012; Wijesinghe et al.
2012; Pintos-Castro et al. 2013; Smethurst et al. 2017; Amado
et al. 2019; Contini et al. 2020; Gu et al. 2020; Otter et al. 2020;
Cluver et al. 2020). If we subdivide the group environments fur-
ther, into central and satellite galaxies, we find that a smaller
percentage of central galaxies are star-forming when compared
to the satellite galaxies. For HB11, HB12, and HB13 we find that
69.2%, 51.2%, and 40.1% of central galaxies are star-forming,
respectively, compared 75.4%, 68.0%, and 51.1% of satellite
galaxies. A lower star-forming fraction of central galaxies has
been seen in other works, along with the decrease in star-forming
central and satellite galaxies separately as the group halo mass
increases (e.g. Smethurst et al. 2017; Otter et al. 2020).

4.1. Concentration

For concentration, we find that the standard deviation in M?

(σM?
) for the star-forming central galaxies in HB11, HB12, and

HB13 is consistent with σM?
of the field galaxies. For the star-

forming satellite galaxies, HB11 has aσM?
that is larger the field,

and slightly lower σM?
in HB12, which is also consistent with

HB13, as can be seen in Fig. 5a (purple circles). For the quies-
cent galaxies, σM?

remains consistent with the field for the cen-

Fig. 2. Example model fitting for the field galaxies’ concentration. A
plot of SFR against M? for the field galaxies, colour coded by the av-
erage concentration within each SFR-M? bin. The bins containing at
least 50 galaxies are shown. Panel (a) is the observed data, panel (b) is
the model, and (c) is the residual from subtracting the model from the
observations while the blue line indicates the split used for star-forming
and quiescent galaxies (Eq. 2) and the vertical dashed brown line indi-
cates the mass limit. Panels (a) and (b) share a colour scale. Contours
for the model are overlaid in panel (b) from low values (red) to high
(blue).

tral galaxies in all environments, but shows a weak indication of
reducing as the group mass increases, while the satellite galax-
ies show a much stronger indication of reducing as the halo mass
increases but again remains within error of the field in all three
group mass bins.

For the standard deviation along SFR (σS FR), the star-
forming satellite galaxies show a slight decreasing trend as the
halo mass increases, starting higher than the field galaxies in
HB11 and falling for HB12 and HB13, although the last two en-
vironments are within error of the field galaxies’ value. The star-
forming central galaxies are consistent with the field in HB11,
HB12 and HB13. For the quiescent galaxies, the field and central
galaxies are again all consistent with one another. The satellite
galaxies have a lower σS FR than the field but due to the large
uncertainties are consistent with the field, as can be seen in the
lower panel of Fig. 7.

Thus, the rate of change of concentration as M? changes is
not greatly influenced by the environment in which a galaxy lies
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Fig. 3. Normalisations (A0) as a function of environment for concentra-
tion (C, purple circles), Gini (dark blue upward pointing triangles), M20
(light blue downward pointing triangles), asymmetry (A, green stars),
Gini-M20 bulge (GMB, red diamonds), r50 (yellow crosses), total Sérsic
index (n, orange squares), and bulge Sérsic index (nBulge, brown penta-
grams). For the group environments, central galaxies are solid markers
and satellite galaxies are empty markers. Panels (a) and (b) show the
coefficients for the star-forming and quiescent galaxies, as defined in
Eq 2, respectively.

for both the star-forming and quiescent central galaxies. The C
with respect to M? of satellite galaxies, however, are more easily
influenced by their environment with an apparent slight decrease
in σM?

as the group halo mass increases. The rate of change of
concentration as SFR changes is less variable compared to M?,
with less clear reductions in σS FR as the halo mass increases.
However, due to the large uncertainties, only the satellite HB11
galaxies are inconsistent with the field value for both M? and
SFR.

For the correlation between SFR and M? (ρ), we find that ρ
is higher than the value in the field in group environments for
the star-forming central galaxies and lower for the star-forming
satellite galaxies, except the satellite HB11 galaxies. For the qui-
escent galaxies, nearly all group environments for the central and
satellite galaxies are consistent with the field’s ρ, but the values
they take are larger, as can be seen in Fig. 6b.

The absolute values of AG for the star-forming galaxies de-
creases as the environment becomes more massive out to HB12,
before increasing again in HB13 for the central galaxies while
the satellite galaxies increase from HB11 to HB13, as shown in
Fig. 4a. This implies that the range of C decreases as the host
halo mass increases to HB12 before increasing again in HB13.
AG is negative for all but the satellite galaxies in HB11, thus the
normalisations, A0, can be considered the maximum value of C
and A0 + AG the minimum for all samples except the satellite

Fig. 4. Amplitudes of the Gaussian (AG) as a function of environment
for concentration (C, purple circles), Gini (dark blue upward point-
ing triangles), M20 (light blue downward pointing triangles), asymme-
try (A, green stars), Gini-M20 bulge (GMB, red diamonds), r50 (yellow
crosses), total Sérsic index (n, orange squares), and bulge Sérsic (nBulge,
brown pentagrams). For the group environments, central galaxies are
solid markers and satellite galaxies are empty markers. Panels (a) and
(b) show the coefficients for the star-forming and quiescent galaxies, as
defined in Eq 2, respectively.

HB11, where A0 is the minimum value of C and A0 + AG the
maximum. For the central galaxies, A0 shows a slight decline
from the field to HB12 before a slight increase in HB13, similar
to the trend in the absolute AG. For the satellite galaxies, there is
a large drop from the field to HB11 before A0 increases as the en-
vironment becomes more massive. This apparent large drop for
HB11 is a result of AG being positive for the satellite galaxies in
this halo-mass bin. The minimum value of C for the star-forming
central galaxies, A0 + AG, remains constant across all environ-
ments. A0 + AG also remains constant in all environments for the
star-forming satellite galaxies, resulting in the minimum values
of HB11 and HB13 being consistent with the field.

For the quiescent galaxies, the absolute values of AG are con-
sistent, within error, across the majority of environments and for
the central and satellite galaxies, the exception being the satellite
HB12 galaxies. This suggests that the range of C is constant in
all environments. All but the AG for the central HB12 and HB13
are positive, meaning that A0 describes the minimum value, and
A0+AG the maximum value, for C in all but the central HB12 and
HB13 samples. The A0 values for all samples except the satellite
HB12 remain consistent with the field, implying that there is no
change to the minimum value of C as the environment changes
for both the satellite and central galaxies, as is shown in Fig. 3.
For the A0 + AG values, these are again consistent with the field,
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Fig. 5.σM? coefficient, the standard deviation along M?, from the Gaus-
sian fitting as a function of environment for concentration (C, purple cir-
cles), Gini (dark blue upward pointing triangles), M20 (light blue down-
ward pointing triangles), asymmetry (A, green stars), Gini-M20 bulge
(GMB, red diamonds), r50 (yellow crosses), total Sérsic index (n, or-
ange squares), and bulge Sérsic index (nBulge, brown pentagrams). For
the group environments, central galaxies are solid markers and satellite
galaxies are empty markers. Panels (a) and (b) show the coefficients for
the star-forming and quiescent galaxies, as defined in Eq 2, respectively.

within error, in all samples. The A0 + AG in the central HB12
and HB13 samples are lower than the other central samples and
is more in line with the A0 of the central HB11 samples. This is
expected as for the central HB12 and HB13 as A0 + AG describes
the minimum value.

The means along M? (µM?
) for the central and satellite star-

forming galaxies are approximately consistent with each other
in all group halo mass bins and are consistent with the µM?

in
the field, as can be seen in Fig. 8a. µM?

is at a higher M? for
the satellite HB11 galaxies than the other satellite star-forming
galaxies, suggesting that the peak of the distribution of C is at
higher M?. For the quiescent galaxies, the central galaxies are
again consistent with each other. The quiescent satellite galaxies
show µM?

moving to lower M? as the halo mass increases, start-
ing at higher M? than the field and becoming consistent with the
field in HB13.

The mean along SFR (µS FR) show a slight decreasing trend
for the star-forming central galaxies, although they remain con-
sistent with the field value. The star-forming satellite galaxies
have a higher µS FR than the field in HB11, which then drops to
be closer to the field value in HB12 and HB13. Once again, all
the satellite µS FR are within error of the field value. As µM?

and
µS FR are larger for the star-forming satellite galaxies than other
samples, this suggests that for this halo bin, the peak of C mi-

Fig. 6. ρ coefficient, the correlation between M? and SFR, from the
Gaussian fitting as a function of environment for concentration (C, pur-
ple circles), Gini (dark blue upward pointing triangles), M20 (light blue
downward pointing triangles), asymmetry (A, green stars), Gini-M20
bulge (GMB, red diamonds), r50 (yellow crosses), total Sérsic index (n,
orange squares), and bulge Sérsic index (nBulge, brown pentagrams). For
the group environments, central galaxies are solid markers and satellite
galaxies are empty markers. Panels (a) and (b) show the coefficients for
the star-forming and quiescent galaxies, as defined in Eq 2, respectively.

grates up the galaxy MS for this galaxy sample. The quiescent
galaxies have µS FR that moves to higher SFR as the environmen-
tal mass increases from HB11 to HB12, as can be seen in Fig.
9b. The central galaxies then remain approximately constant into
HB13 while the satellite’s µS FR moves to a lower SFR.

To more clearly see the difference between the central and
satellite galaxies, we present the median of C for the field
and central and satellite galaxies as a function of specific SFR
(SFR/M?, sSFR) in Fig. 10 for the entire galaxy population. As
can be seen, at log(sSFR/yr−1) below approximately -10, the cen-
tral galaxies have higher C than the satellite and field galaxies
before becoming consistent at higher sSFR. The central HB13
galaxies also appear to have a higher C than the central HB11
and HB12 galaxies. Thus, only the central galaxies’ concentra-
tion is influenced by environment, with satellite and field galax-
ies not showing any difference in C. From the M? and C of our
galaxies, we see that there is an increase in C as M? increases.
As M? is correlated with a galaxy’s halo mass, there is an in-
crease in C with the halo mass. Thus, the greater C for central
galaxies than the satellite galaxies is likely a result of the central
galaxies sitting at, or near, the centre of a larger dark matter halo
than the satellite galaxies. At higher sSFR the satellite and cen-
tral galaxies’ C become closer as the number of galaxy-galaxy
interactions increases, as will be discussed in Sect. 4.4. The gen-
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Fig. 7. σS FR coefficient, the standard deviation along SFR, from the
Gaussian fitting as a function of environment for concentration (C, pur-
ple circles), Gini (dark blue upward pointing triangles), M20 (light blue
downward pointing triangles), asymmetry (A, green stars), Gini-M20
bulge (GMB, red diamonds), r50 (yellow crosses), total Sérsic index (n,
orange squares), and bulge Sérsic index (nBulge, brown pentagrams). For
the group environments, central galaxies are solid markers and satellite
galaxies are empty markers. Panels (a) and (b) show the coefficients for
the star-forming and quiescent galaxies, as defined in Eq 2, respectively.

eral trend of decreasing C with increasing sSFR is also expected
as galaxies are known to become more compact as the sSFR de-
creases (Lee et al. 2013, 2018).

4.2. Gini

For Gini, the standard deviation along M? (σM?
) for the star-

forming central galaxies rises above that, but consistent within
error, of the field galaxies in HB11. This rise is continued in
HB12 and HB13, where the σM?

are no-longer within error of
the field’s value. The star-forming satellite galaxies show a dif-
ferent trend: HB11 is larger than the field value, while HB12 and
HB13 are lower and consistent with the field value, as shown in
Fig. 5 (dark blue, upward pointing triangles). The quiescent cen-
tral and satellite galaxies more closely follow each other. Both
the central and satellite quiescent galaxies have slightly higher
σM?

than the field galaxies in HB11, but with the central galax-
ies remaining consistent within error. In HB12, the central and
satellite galaxies straddle the field’s σM?

value, with the central
below and satellite above, but are consistent with each other. In
the highest halo mass bin, HB13, both the satellite and central
galaxies’ σM?

are above, but consistent with, the field value.
For the standard deviation along SFR (σS FR), the star-

forming central galaxies have a slightly higher value than the

Fig. 8. µM? coefficient, the mean along M?, from the Gaussian fitting
as a function of environment for concentration (C, purple circles), Gini
(dark blue upward pointing triangles), M20 (light blue downward point-
ing triangles), asymmetry (A, green stars), Gini-M20 bulge (GMB, red
diamonds), r50 (yellow crosses), total Sérsic index (n, orange squares),
and bulge Sérsic index (nBulge, brown pentagrams). For the group envi-
ronments, central galaxies are solid markers and satellite galaxies are
empty markers. Panels (a) and (b) show the coefficients for the star-
forming and quiescent galaxies, as defined in Eq 2, respectively.

field galaxies in HB11. This then decreases as the halo mass in-
creases in HB12 before rising again in HB13. The satellite star-
forming galaxies’ σS FR is also higher than the field galaxies’ in
HB11 but here it rises into HB12 before falling again in HB13.
For the central quiescent galaxies, there is an increase in σS FR
compared to the field σS FR in HB11. It rises further into HB12
before σS FR falls in HB13, but all three environments are consis-
tent with one another. For the quiescent satellite galaxies,σS FR is
lower in HB11 than the field and rises through HB12 into HB13.

The star-forming galaxies’ Gini are influenced by the envi-
ronmental mass, although this influence is non-trivial for how
Gini changes with M?. For the change of Gini with SFR, the
central again have a non-trivial relation while the satellite galax-
ies indicate a slight increase in σS FR as the halo mass increases
resulting in a slower change of Gini as SFR changes. For the
quiescent galaxies, the rate of change of Gini with M? is again
difficult to find a precise trend, with an approximately constant
σM?

for the central galaxies, or constant variability with M?

as the halo mass increases. The satellite galaxies show a very
weak decrease in σM?

as the halo mass increases, indicating that
the variability along M? may increase slightly with halo mass.
Along the SFR, the satellite galaxies show decreasing variability
along SFR as the halo mass increases while the central galaxies
show approximately constant variability of Gini along SFR.
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Fig. 9. µS FR coefficient, the mean along SFR, from the Gaussian fitting
as a function of environment for concentration (C, purple circles), Gini
(dark blue upward pointing triangles), M20 (light blue downward point-
ing triangles), asymmetry (A, green stars), Gini-M20 bulge (GMB, red
diamonds), r50 (yellow crosses), total Sérsic index (n, orange squares),
and bulge Sérsic index (nBulge, brown pentagrams). For the group envi-
ronments, central galaxies are solid markers and satellite galaxies are
empty markers. Panels (a) and (b) show the coefficients for the star-
forming and quiescent galaxies, as defined in Eq 2, respectively.

The correlation between SFR and M? for the star-forming
galaxies (ρ) remains consistent across all environments for both
the central and satellite galaxies. The exception is for the star-
forming satellite galaxies in HB13, which has a much lower ρ
than the field and other environment. For the quiescent galaxies,
there is a weak indication that ρ increases for central galaxies
as the halo mass increases, which is not seen for the quiescent
galaxies.

The absolute values of AG for both the star-forming central
and satellite galaxies are consistent with the absolute AG of the
field galaxies and so the ranges of Gini are not influenced by the
environment. This is also true for the true values of AG, with all
AG being negative. As AG is negative, A0 describes the maximum
Gini coefficient while A0 + AG describes the minimum Gini. The
minimum Gini is consistent across all environments for the cen-
tral and satellite galaxies. This is also seen for the maximum val-
ues of Gini with all halo environments being within error of the
field. However, the values of A0 are slightly lower in the group
environments than the field for both central and satellite galax-
ies. This may hint that the most compact galaxies are slightly
less compact in group environments.

For the quiescent galaxies, the absolute values of AG, and in-
deed the true values, for the central galaxies are consistent across
the halo environments, but are typically larger than that of the

Fig. 10. Median of C as a function of sSFR for the field galaxies (blue)
and the central (solid) and satellite (dashed) HB11 (orange), HB12
(green), and HB13 (red) groups. The satellite galaxies closely follow
the field galaxies while the central galaxies have higher C at low sSFR.
Error bars for satellite galaxies are omitted for clarity of the plot but are
comparable to the errors of the central galaxies.

field galaxies, implying there is a larger range of Gini in the
halo environments for central galaxies. For the quiescent satel-
lite galaxies, the absolute value of AG is again consistent across
the different halo masses and are also consistent with the field
galaxies. There is an indication that the central galaxies have a
wider range of Gini than the satellite galaxies. As AG are all neg-
ative, A0 + AG describes the minimum Gini and A0 the maximum
in all environments. For the quiescent central galaxies, there is a
reduction in the minimum value of Gini in group environments
compared to the field. Although, due to large uncertainties all
group halo mass bins are within error of the field. The quies-
cent satellite galaxies, however, do not show the same reduction
of the minimum in the group environments. The maximum Gini
values for the quiescent central galaxies do not show the reduc-
tion seen in the minimum value when compared to the field, al-
though there is a slight drop in HB12. For the satellite galaxies,
HB11 is slightly larger than the field while HB12 and HB13 take
similar values to the field. Again, due to large uncertainties, all
are within error of the field.

The mean along M? (µM?
) for the star-forming satellite

galaxies remains consistent in all group environments as well
as the field. µM?

for the star-forming satellite galaxies moves to
lower M? in HB12 and HB13. For the quiescent galaxies, µM?

is lower than the field for the central galaxies while the central
galaxies are lower than, but consistent with, the field. The satel-
lite galaxies also show a slight decrease in µM?

in HB12. The
mean along SFR (µS FR) for the star-forming satellite galaxies
have a weak indication that µS FR is migrating to higher SFR as
the halo mass increases. This is not seen for the central galax-
ies, where µS FR moves to lower SFR in HB12 before moving to
slightly higher SFR in HB13. The quiescent galaxies, both cen-
tral and satellite, have µS FR moving to lower SFR as the halo
mass increases, where the central galaxies have µS FR at higher
SFR than the satellites. Thus, the position of the maximum or
minimum Gini (depending on the sign of AG) does not migrate
is a simple way across the SFR-M? plane as the environment be-
comes more massive. The movement for the peak of Gini for the
star-forming central galaxies does, however, appear to migrate
up or down the MS, with both µM?

and µS FR becoming larger or
smaller together.
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Fig. 11. Median of Gini as a function of sSFR for the field galax-
ies (blue) and the central (solid) and satellite (dashed) HB11 (orange),
HB12 (green), and HB13 (red) groups. The satellite galaxies closely
follow the field galaxies while the central galaxies have higher Gini at
low sSFR. Error bars for satellite galaxies are omitted for clarity of the
plot but are comparable to the errors of the central galaxies.

Like C, we plot the median of Gini as a function of sSFR in
Fig. 11. As with C, we find that the median Gini is higher for
the central galaxies than the satellite galaxies, which are again
consistent with the field, bellow approximately log(sSFR/yr−1)
= -10. Again, we see that this increase for the central galaxies
compared to the field is greater for HB13 than the other group
environments. Thus, like with C, there is an increase in the com-
pactness of the galaxy’s emission for the central galaxies when
compared to the satellite and field galaxies. Again, this increase
in Gini for low sSFR central galaxies may be due to the central
galaxies sitting in, or near, the centre of a large dark matter halo
while the satellite galaxies are further away from the centre and
lie in smaller sub-halos. The median of Gini also demonstrates
how galaxies become more diffuse as the sSFR increases.

4.3. M20

For M20, the σM?
for the star-forming central galaxies are lower

than the field in HB11 and HB13, although the field value is
within error of HB13. For the star-forming satellite galaxies, all
group environments have lower σM?

than the field but due to
their large uncertainties, HB11 and HB12 are within error of the
field as can be seen in Fig 5a (light blue downward pointing
triangles). For the quiescent galaxies, all halo mass groups are
within error of the field value. However, there is an indication
that σM?

is decreasing as the group halo mass increases, from
above the field in HB11 to approximately equal in HB13.

The standard deviation along SFR shows a marked decrease
for the star-forming central and satellite galaxies in HB11. σM?

then rises in HB12, still remaining below the field, and continues
to rise in HB13 for the satellite galaxies but falls slightly for
the centrals. For the quiescent galaxies, the opposite is seen. In
HB11, the σS FR for the central and satellite galaxies are higher
than the field and both become smaller in HB12. In HB13, the
satellite galaxies’ σS FR continues to decrease while that of the
centrals increases but remains lower than the value in HB11.

Thus, for the star-forming galaxies, both central and satel-
lite, the change of M20 along M? does not have a simple trend
with environment. This is also true for the trend along SFR. For
the quiescent galaxies, however, there is an indication that the

variability along M? increases as the group halo becomes larger,
seen in the decrease in σM?

, while it decreases along SFR. The
opposite is seen for the satellite galaxies with decreasing vari-
ability along M? and increasing variability of M20 along SFR.

The correlation between SFR and M? for the star-forming
galaxies remains approximately constant and consistent in the
field and all group environments for both central and satellites,
with the satellite galaxies having slightly lower ρ than centrals.
For the quiescent galaxies, ρ is more variable, with the central
galaxies’ ρ showing a weak reduction as the group halo mass
increases, starting higher than the field in HB11. The quiescent
satellite galaxies See a reduction in ρ from HB11 to HB12 before
it rises slightly in HB13.

The absolute values of AG for the star-forming central HB11
and HB13 are consistent with the field. The central HB12 galax-
ies have an absolute AG that is lower. For the star-forming satel-
lite galaxies, the absolute AG is lower than the field in HB11 and
rises through HB12 to HB13, the last two of which are within er-
ror of the field. Thus the range of M20 increases with group halo
mass for satellite galaxies but not centrals. The absolute values
of AG are all positive, for both star-forming and quiescent galax-
ies. As such, A0 describes the minimum value of M20 and A0+AG
the maximum. For the star-forming galaxies, both the central and
satellite’s A0 +AG remain constant in all environments, including
the field, indicating that the most compact galaxies are not fur-
ther compressed when in groups. The A0, therefore, follow sim-
ilar trends to AG, with the central galaxies having a higher value
in HB12 corresponding to the slightly lower AG seen for this
sample. The satellite galaxies show a decreasing A0 as the halo
mass increases, becoming consistent with the field in HB13. So
while the most compact galaxies are not influenced by environ-
ment, the least compact satellite galaxies become less compact
as halo mass increases.

For the quiescent galaxies, AG are again all positive and the
satellite galaxies show an increase from HB11 to HB12 and a
large drop to below the field value in HB13. The quiescent cen-
tral galaxies show an increase in HB11, compared to the field,
but a decrease to below the field in HB12 and HB13. The HB12
and HB13 centrals’ AG are approximately the same value. The
minimum values of M20, here described by A0, are consistent for
the central galaxies at all halo masses. However, the A0 values
for the satellite galaxies echo what is seen in AG, with a decreas-
ing value from HB11 to HB12 before an increase to above the
field value in HB13. Thus, the least compressed galaxies become
less compressed as the group halo mass increases. The maximum
value of the quiescent satellites remains approximately constant
in all environments, group and field. The central galaxies are
constant in the field, HB12 and HB13 but have a larger maxi-
mum in HB11.

While the µM?
of the star-forming galaxies appear to be con-

sistent between the field and all group galaxies, the central HB12
µM?

is at a notably lower M? than the other central group galax-
ies. The satellite HB11 galaxies are within error of the field and
HB12 and HB13 satellites but it is again at a lower M?, as seen in
Fig. 8a. The quiescent galaxies show µM?

moving to higher M?

as the group halo mass increases, starting below the field value in
HB11 before rising above the field in HB12 for the centrals and
HB13 for the satellites. The µS FR of the star-forming galaxies
show a similar trend to µM?

for the central galaxies: µS FR moves
to a lower SFR from HB11 to HB12 before moving to higher
SFR in HB13. For the star-forming satellite galaxies, µS FR ap-
pears to migrate to higher SFR as the group halo mass increases.
The quiescent satellite galaxies do not show this, with µS FR re-
maining approximately constant across all halo mass bins al-
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Fig. 12. Median of M20 as a function of sSFR for the field galaxies
(blue) and the central (solid) and satellite (dashed) HB11 (orange),
HB12 (green), and HB13 (red) groups. The satellite galaxies closely
follow the field galaxies while the central galaxies have higher M20 at
low sSFR. Error bars for satellite galaxies are omitted for clarity of the
plot but are comparable to the errors of the central galaxies.

though slightly higher than the field. The quiescent central galax-
ies also appear to have µS FR that is independent of the group
mass. Thus it appears that the position of the maximum value
of M20 on the SFR-M? plane is approximately independent of
the mass of the environment, with only the quiescent galaxies
showing a consistent migration to higher M? as the group mass
increases.

Examining the median M20 as sSFR changes in Fig. 12, we
again see the satellite galaxies closely following the field trend
while the central galaxies have lower M20 at log(sSFR/yr−1) .
-9.5. The difference between group environments is not as clear
as with C and Gini, with HB11 and HB13 appearing to agree at
log(sSFR/yr−1) . -13.5 before HB11 rises to meet HB12 below
log(sSFR/yr−1) ≈ -12 followed by HB13 rising to meet the other
two group bins at log(sSFR/yr−1) ≈ -11. M20 is thus continuing
the trend seen with C and Gini. Central galaxies are more com-
pact (have lower M20) than the satellite and field galaxies, again
likely a result of the central galaxies sitting in the heart of a large
dark matter halo. As with C and Gini, the general trend of in-
creasing M20 as sSFR increases shows that galaxies with more
star-formation activity are less compact.

4.4. Asymmetry

The σM?
for A are consistent within error for the star-forming

satellite galaxies while the star-forming central galaxies are not.
The star-forming central galaxies have σM?

that is larger than
the field, and satellite galaxies, in all three group halo mass bins.
There is a decrease in σM?

from HB11 to HB12 and a large
increase in HB13. For the quiescent galaxies, the satellites are
again consistent with the field value. However, for the quiescent
galaxies the central HB11 and HB13 galaxies are also consistent
with the field while HB12 takes a value that is larger.

Along SFR, σS FR in all group environments for the star-
forming central and satellite galaxies are consistent, within error,
with σS FR of the field galaxies, as can be seen in Fig. 5a (green
stars). There is a weak indication that the σS FR for the central
galaxies is increasing with group halo mass. For the quiescent
galaxies, the central galaxies are again consistent with the field
in all halo mass bins, although σS FR is slightly larger in HB13.

The satellite galaxies, however, have a higher σS FR than the field
in all group environments.

As a result, the change of asymmetry along M? is likely un-
influenced by the environment for both the star-forming and qui-
escent satellite galaxies. The star-forming central galaxies are
likely to be uninfluenced by their group but have systematically
lower variability in A along M? than the satellite galaxies. There
is a weak indication that the variability along SFR decreases
with increasing halo mass for the quiescent central galaxies. The
satellite galaxies’ variability along SFR does not seem to change
as the group mass changes although the variability is less than
the field for the quiescent galaxies.

For the correlation between SFR and M?, the star-forming
central galaxies are consistent with the field in HB11 and HB12
and lower in HB13. The star-forming satellite galaxies show the
opposite: lower than the field in HB11 and HB12 but consistent
with the field in HB13. For the quiescent galaxies, the satellite
HB11 and central HB13 galaxies are consistent with the field’s
ρ. The other galaxy samples have ρ values that are lower than
the field, as can be seen in the lower panel of Fig. 6.

The absolute values of AG for the star-forming satellite
galaxies across all environments are all consistent with one an-
other and the absolute AG in the field. For the star-forming cen-
tral galaxies, HB11 and HB12 have a larger absolute AG, indi-
cating that the galaxies in these two samples are less self similar
than in the field or the star-forming central HB13 galaxies as AG
describes the range of asymmetry within a population. As all the
true values for AG are positive, A0 describes the minimum asym-
metry in a sample and A0 + AG describes the maximum value.
For the star-forming galaxies, nearly all environments’ A0 are
again consistent with each other and the field. The central galax-
ies have an exception, this time with HB13 having a lower A0
than the other environments. For the maximum values of asym-
metry, A0 + AG, both the central and satellite galaxies in all en-
vironments are consistent with the field value.

As with the star-forming galaxies, all AG of the quiescent
galaxies are positive. However, the AG of the group galaxies are
not all consistent with the field, with only the satellite HB11 and
HB13 and central HB12 galaxies being consistent with the field.
Otherwise, the AG are smaller in the group environments than in
the field, showing that the range of asymmetry in group environ-
ments is typically smaller than in the field. The A0, here describ-
ing the minimum asymmetry in a sample, are consistent with the
field for all central and HB11 and HB12 satellites, with HB13
satellite galaxies having a lower A0. For the maximum asymme-
try, A0 + AG, the central galaxies are all consistent with the field
environment while the satellite galaxies see a slight reduction in
the maximum asymmetry as the group mass increases.

Due to large uncertainties, the µM?
for all star-forming galax-

ies remain within the error of one another in all environments.
There is a drop in HB13 for the satellite galaxies as well as a
rise at the same group mass for the centrals. For the quiescent
galaxies, all group environments have µM?

at lower M? than the
field environment. The central galaxies are approximately con-
stant between HB11 and HB12 before rising in HB13 while the
satellites rise from HB11 to HB12 before dropping slightly in
HB13. The star-forming galaxies again are all consistent with
each other across all environments, group and field, for µS FR.
As with µM?

, the quiescent galaxies again have µS FR at lower
SFR in groups than in the field. However, for µS FR the quiescent
central galaxies are consistent with the field in HB11 and HB12
before µS FR moves to lower SFR in the highest mass groups. The
satellite galaxies’ µS FR moves similarly to their µM?

: rising be-
tween HB11 and HB12 before falling in HB13 as can be seen
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Fig. 13. Median of A as a function of sSFR for the field galaxies (blue)
and the central (solid) and satellite (dashed) HB11 (orange), HB12
(green), and HB13 (red) groups. The satellite galaxies closely follow
the field galaxies while the central galaxies have higher A at high sSFR.
Error bars for satellite galaxies are omitted for clarity of the plot but are
comparable to the errors of the central galaxies.

in Fig. 9b. Thus the position of the peak of asymmetry appears
to remain in the same position for the star-forming galaxies. The
position of the maximum migrates around the SFR-M? plane for
the quiescent galaxies but not in a way that appears to be group
mass dependant.

Asymmetry has a median that agrees in all environments
for low sSFR, unlike the parameters discussed so far. At
log(sSFR/yr−1) ≈ -11.5, the central galaxies see an increase in
A while the satellites again follow the field and remain lower.
This is possibly a result of the higher SFR of these central galax-
ies being a result of galaxy-galaxy interactions, which would act
to increase the asymmetry of the galaxies involved. It would be
expected that an increase in interactions for centrals would also
require an increase in interactions for satellite galaxies and the
associated rise in asymmetry and SFR. There is an indication of
a slight rise in A for the high sSFR satellite galaxies and it may
be possible that the minority of satellite galaxies are interacting
resulting in this small change as only a minority of the popula-
tion experiences the increase to A.

4.5. Gini-M20 bulge

For the Gini-M20 bulge, σM?
appears to decrease with increasing

group halo mass for the star-forming central galaxies, starting
higher than the field in HB11 and becoming approximately the
same as the field in HB13. This is not seen in the satellite galax-
ies, that appear to remain constant in all environments and are
consistent with the field. This is not seen for the quiescent galax-
ies where the σM?

for the quiescent galaxies remain consistent
and approximately constant in all environments for the central
and satellite galaxies as well as the field.

Along SFR, the σS FR of the star-forming central galaxies ap-
pears to follow what is seen along M?, σS FR reducing as the
group halo mas increases. Although here the larger uncertain-
ties make this trend weak. The star-forming satellite galaxies
show no dependence on environment, again like the results from
σM?

. The quiescent galaxies are all within error of the field for
both the central and satellite galaxies. However, both the central
and satellite galaxies are lower than the field in HB11, rise to be
higher in HB12, and then drop in HB13.

This implies that the variability of GMB along M? and SFR
for the star-forming central galaxies increases with halo mass
increases. The quiescent central galaxies do not see this, with
the variability remaining approximately group mass indepen-
dent. For the star-forming and quiescent satellite galaxies, there
is no change in σM?

or σS FR as the halo mass changes.
The correlation between SFR and M? remains approxi-

mately constant for all environments and for central and satellite
galaxies. The star-forming galaxies do appear to have a slightly
higher ρ than the field for both the central and satellite galaxies,
but all are consistent with the field as can be seen in Fig. 6b (red
diamonds).

The absolute AG values for the star-forming group galaxies
are all consistent with one another across the three halo mass
bins, showing that the range of GMB does not change for star-
forming group galaxies. Only the star-forming central galaxies in
HB11 are not within error of the field value. The field’s true value
is negative along with the central HB11 and HB13 samples, un-
like the positive AG for all the group remaining environments,
as can be seen in Fig. 4a. The minimum GMB values for all the
star-forming galaxies are all consistent with one another in all
group environments, with the field being slightly lower than the
groups. The maximum values of GMB for the central and satel-
lite galaxies are all lower than the maximum value for the field,
although the values’ uncertainties are such that all but the central
HB11 are consistent with the field value.

For the quiescent galaxies, the absolute AG values of the
satellite galaxies increase with increasing halo mass but remain
smaller than the absolute AG of the field, showing that the range
of GMB is smaller in group environments than the field. The ab-
solute AG of the central galaxies are also smaller than the field
but are consistent. The satellite HB11 is the only sample whose
AG is not positive, meaning this is the only sample where A0 is
the largest GMB and A0 + AG is the smallest. For the minimum
values of GMB for the quiescent galaxies, both the central and
satellite galaxies in all group mass bins are negative and con-
sistent with the minimum GMB in the field. For the maximum
GMB, the central galaxies are consistent with the field value and
have weak evidence of an increase with group halo mass. For the
satellite galaxies, the maximum value increases with halo mass
but remains lower than the field value.

The µM?
for the star-forming satellite galaxies are at higher

M? than the field and appear to show a decrease in M? as the
group mass increases. However, due to large uncertainties all
three halo mass bins are consistent with one another. The star-
forming central galaxies in the lowest and highest group halo
mass bins are consistent with the field’s µM?

while HB12 has a
higher value. For the quiescent galaxies, µM?

moves to slightly
lower M? from HB12 to HB13 for both the central and satel-
lite galaxies, although the values are within error. In the lower
group mass bin, both the central and satellite galaxies are much
lower than the field or higher mass bins’ µM?

but the central
galaxies’ large uncertainty make it within error of the field and
higher mass bins. Along SFR, the star-forming central and satel-
lite galaxies’ µS FR are all consistent with the field at all group
masses. The quiescent galaxies have µS FR that is lower than the
field’s µS FR, rising between HB11 and HB12 before falling in
HB13 as can be seen in Fig. 9b. Thus, much like asymmetry, the
position of the peak of GMB appears to remain in the same po-
sition for the star-forming galaxies. For the higher mass groups,
the position of the peak does not appear to move much between
the group mass bins but is at lower SFR and M? for the lowest
group masses of HB11.
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Fig. 14. Median of GMB as a function of sSFR for the field galax-
ies (blue) and the central (solid) and satellite (dashed) HB11 (orange),
HB12 (green), and HB13 (red) groups. The satellite galaxies closely
follow the field galaxies while the central galaxies have higher GMB at
low sSFR. Error bars for satellite galaxies are omitted for clarity of the
plot but are comparable to the errors of the central galaxies.

The median of GMB sees a decrease as the sSFR increase
for all galaxies, as seen in Fig. 14. Once again, we see that the
satellite galaxies closely follow the field galaxies while the cen-
tral galaxies start with a higher GMB at low sSFR. At the low-
est sSFR, it appears that the central HB13 galaxies have higher
GMBs than the central galaxies in the other group environments.
By log(sSFR/yr−1) ≈ -9, the central galaxies’ GMB has fallen
to meet the satellite and field galaxies. The general trends of
GMB are what are classically expected, with higher sSFR galax-
ies showing a more disk-like GMB and lower sSFR more bulge-
like. The lower sSFR central galaxies are more bulge-like than
the satellite and field lower sSFR galaxies.

4.6. r50

For star-forming galaxies, the standard deviation of the radius
containing 50% of the light along M? decreases as the host halo
mass increases for both central and satellite galaxies, as can be
seen in Fig. 5a (yellow crosses), remaining much lower than the
σM?

of the field at all halo masses. For the quiescent galaxies,
σM?

again decreases as the halo mass increases for both centrals
and satellites. Here, the field’s σM?

is lower than both the central
and satellite HB11.

The standard deviation along SFR, σS FR, in group environ-
ments is much lower than in the field, for the star-forming galax-
ies. The central star-forming galaxies have σS FR that decreases
between HB11 and HB12 and increases slightly between HB12
and HB13 while the satellite galaxies show a very slight decrease
in σS FR as the group mass increases. For the quiescent galaxies,
σS FR falls as the halo mass increases for the central galaxies,
starting higher than the field in HB11. For the quiescent satellite
galaxies, there is a rise between HB11 and HB12, the former of
which is consistent with the field, before a sharp drop in HB13.

Thus, the variability of r50 increases along M? for all star-
forming galaxies while the star-forming central galaxies have
group mass independent variability along SFR. The change of
variability for the quiescent galaxies increases as halo mass in-
creases along M?, while along SFR it is less clear with the σ
values increasing or decreasing between halo mass bins for the
satellite galaxies.

The ρ for the star-forming galaxies is higher than the field
value for both the central and satellite galaxies. The general trend
for the central galaxies is an increase in ρ with group mass while
the satellite galaxies’ ρ is lower in HB12 than HB11 and HB13.
For the quiescent galaxies, ρ for the central galaxies again in-
creases with group mass while the satellites’ ρ decreases.

The AG for the star-forming central galaxies increases as the
halo mass increases, remaining lower than the field, indicating a
corresponding increase in the range of r50. The AG of the satellite
galaxies remains below that of the field and centrals in all halo
mass bins, reducing between HB11 and HB12 before increasing
again into HB13. The minimum value of r50, here described by
A0, for both the central and satellite galaxies rise between HB11
and HB12 before falling slightly moving from HB12 to HB13 for
the central galaxies but continuing to rise for the satellites. The
satellite galaxies A0 are smaller than the central galaxies, as seen
in Fig. 3a. The maximum r50, described by A0 + AG, increases
for the central galaxies as the halo mass increases, following a
similar trend to AG for the central galaxies. The maximum r50
for the satellite galaxies are smaller than the field at all group
halo masses. There is a slight rise moving from HB11 to HB12
before A0 + AG rises significantly in HB13.

For the quiescent galaxies, the AG for the group galaxies rise
with group halo mass, more slowly for the satellite galaxies. This
implies that the range of r50 in groups increases as the group
mass increases for all quiescent galaxies. The central galaxies
in HB13 are the only sample whose AG rises above the field
value. As with the star-forming galaxies, A0 describes the mini-
mum r50 for the quiescent galaxies and A0 + AG the maximum.
The minimum of the quiescent central galaxies again rises with
group halo mass, from below the field value in HB11 to above
it in HB12 and HB13. The satellite galaxies’ minimum follows
a similar trend. The maximum for all group galaxies, except the
central HB13, are below the maximum r50 in the field. As with
the minimum, the maximum values increase with increasing halo
mass for both the central and satellite galaxies, indicating that the
largest galaxies become larger as the halo mass increases.

The position of µM?
for the star-forming galaxies are all con-

sistent with the value in the field and appear to remain constant
in all environments. This is also seen for the quiescent galax-
ies. For µS FR, the value in the star-forming field galaxies is at a
higher SFR than for the star-forming group galaxies, both cen-
trals and satellites. In the groups for both the central and satellite
galaxies, µS FR reduces between HB11 and HB12 before rising
again in HB13. This is not seen for the quiescent galaxies, where
the satellite galaxies in HB11 and HB12 are consistent with the
field value before dropping to lower SFR in HB13. The central
galaxies have µS FR at lower SFR than the field in all group en-
vironments. For the quiescent centrals, µS FR evolves similarly
to the star-forming galaxies: falling from HB11 to HB12 and
rising again into HB13. Thus the position of the maximum r50
only moves along the SFR axis in the SFR-M? plane. The maxi-
mum of all central galaxies is at lower SFR at intermediate group
masses, along with the star-forming satellite galaxies. For the
quiescent satellites, the maximum r50 only moves to lower SFR
for the highest mass group galaxies.

The median r50 as a function of sSFR is the only parameter
where the satellite and field galaxies do not become consistent at
some point, with the exception of the highest and lowest sSFR
that are likely dominated by low number statistics. The satel-
lite galaxies of HB13 and HB12 closely follow the trend of the
field galaxies, as can be seen in Fig. 15. HB11 has a slightly
lower r50 than the other environments at log(sSFR/yr−1) > -11.
For the central galaxies, as the environment becomes more mas-
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Fig. 15. Median of r50 as a function of sSFR for the field galaxies (blue)
and the central (solid) and satellite (dashed) HB11 (orange), HB12
(green), and HB13 (red) groups. The satellite galaxies closely follow,
or are slightly below, the field galaxies while the central galaxies have
higher r50 that indicates an increase in r50 as the halo mass increases.
Error bars for satellite galaxies are omitted for clarity of the plot but are
comparable to the errors of the central galaxies.

sive, the median r50 of the galaxies increases, although again
HB11 and HB12 agree at log(sSFR/yr−1) < -11. The increase
in r50 of the central galaxies as the halo mass increases is not
surprising. More massive group halos are likely to have a more
massive central galaxy and the associated larger physical size.
Satellite galaxies are likely to be smaller than the central galaxy
and their mass is less dependant on the group halo mass, hence
why the median of the satellite galaxies are lower than the cen-
trals and more in line with the field galaxies. There is also a slight
increase in r50 for the field, HB11, and HB12 galaxies, both cen-
tral and satellite, as sSFR increases, which supports the idea that
galaxies with higher sSFRs are more diffuse.

4.7. Total Sérsic index

We find that the standard deviation of n along M? for the star-
forming central galaxies decreases as the environment mass in-
creases, starting above the σM?

for the field in HB11 before be-
coming consistent with the field in HB13. The σM?

for the satel-
lite galaxies, on the other hand, starts consistent with the field in
HB11, rises in HB12 before reducing in HB13, as can be seen
in Fig. 5a (orange squares). For the quiescent galaxies, both the
central and satellite galaxies have σM?

higher than the field in
HB11 and lower than the field in HB12, with the satellite galax-
ies having a higher σM?

in both halo mass bins. In HB13, the
galaxy types split, with the centrals having σM?

greater than the
field and the satellites less than the field.

Like σM?
, σS FR of the star-forming central galaxies de-

creases as the group halo mass increases and becomes consistent
with the field in HB13. For the star-forming satellite galaxies,
σS FR is also consistent with the field in HB11 before rising in
HB12 and HB13. For the quiescent galaxies, both the central
and satellite galaxies are constant in HB11 and HB12, with the
satellite galaxies having a smaller σS FR, before rising slightly in
HB13 for the satellites and above the field for the centrals. In all
other halo bins, the σS FR of the group galaxies are smaller than
the σS FR of the field galaxies.

This results in the variability of n as M? changes increas-
ing for both the central and satellite star-forming galaxies. This
is also seen for n along SFR for the star-forming central galax-
ies while the star-forming satellites become less variable as the
group halo mass increases. The variability of n along SFR ap-
pears independent of the halo mass for all quiescent galaxies.
Trends along M? for the quiescent galaxies are less well defined.

For the correlation between SFR and M?, the ρ for the star-
forming central galaxies is higher in HB11 and HB12 than the
field, before dropping below the field in HB13. For the star-
forming satellite galaxies, ρ in HB11 is consistent with the field
while HB12 and HB13 are larger. For the quiescent galaxies, the
central galaxies show a large drop in HB12 while the satellites
show a similar drop in HB11.

For the star-forming galaxies, the absolute value of AG in-
creases for the central galaxies as the halo mass increases, start-
ing larger than the absolute value of AG in the field environment.
For the star-forming satellite galaxies the opposite is seen, with
the absolute AG decreasing with halo mass from being consis-
tent with the field environment in HB11 to smaller than the field
in HB13. Thus the range of n for star-forming central galaxies
increases while the range for satellite galaxies decreases. As the
true values of AG are all negative, A0 is the maximum value for
n and A0 + AG is the minimum value. For the star-forming cen-
tral galaxies, the maximum n increases with group halo mass,
from slightly higher than the field in HB11 and HB12 followed
by a larger rise in HB13. The minimum n for the star-forming
central galaxies remains approximately constant across all envi-
ronments. The maximum n for the star-forming satellite galaxies
appears to decrease as the halo mass increases, moving from just
above the field value in HB11 to below it in HB13, as seen in Fig.
3a. The minimum value of the star-forming satellite galaxies has
a slight rise in HB12 but otherwise remains approximately con-
stant.

The absolute value of AG for the quiescent galaxies is high
in HB11 when compared to the value in the field environment,
for both the central and satellite galaxies. It then drops to be-
come consistent with the field environment in HB12, for the
satellites, and HB13, for both the centrals and satellites. Thus,
only the range of n in HB11 is larger than the field. As with
the star-forming galaxies, all AG values are negative resulting in
A0 describing the maximum n and A0 + AG describing the mini-
mum n. For the quiescent central galaxies, the maximum n rises
from HB11 to HB12 before falling in HB13. For all groups, A0
is larger than the value in the field. The minimum value for these
galaxies is lower than the field in HB11, higher than the field in
HB12 and then only slightly larger than the field in HB13. For
the quiescent satellite galaxies, the minimum n remains consis-
tent with the field in HB11 and HB12 before rising in HB13. The
maximum n of the quiescent satellite galaxies is also consistent
with the field in HB12, slightly higher than the field in HB13 and
much larger in HB11.

The mean along M? is less than the field galaxies’ value
in HB11 and HB12 for the star-forming central galaxies and is
consistent between these two group mass bins. µM?

then rises
above the field value in HB13. The star-forming satellite galax-
ies, however, are consistent with the field in HB11 and HB13
but lower than the field, and consistent with the central galaxies,
in HB12 as can be seen in Fig. 8a. For the quiescent galaxies,
only satellite HB12 and central HB13 are consistent with the
field µM?

while HB11 have µM?
at lower M? and the satellite

HB13 at higher M? than the field. Central galaxies in HB11 are
lower than the field and consistent with the satellite HB11 galax-
ies. The changes with environment for µS FR for the star-forming
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Fig. 16. Median of n as a function of sSFR for the field galaxies (blue)
and the central (solid) and satellite (dashed) HB11 (orange), HB12
(green), and HB13 (red) groups. The satellite galaxies closely follow
the field galaxies while the central galaxies have higher n at low sSFR.
Error bars for satellite galaxies are omitted for clarity of the plot but are
comparable to the errors of the central galaxies.

galaxies closely follow the trends seen in µM?
, with the central

galaxies having a lower µS FR than the field followed by a rise to
HB13. For the satellite galaxies, µS FR is also seen to be lower
in HB12, as was seen with µM?

. Unlike µM?
, the central galaxies

see a rise in µS FR from HB11 to HB12, starting consistent with
the field in HB11, and a drop to become consistent with the field
again in HB13. Satellite galaxies have µS FR at higher SFRs in all
group environments than the field, with HB12 being at a slightly
lower SFR than HB11 and HB13.

As a result, the position of the minimum n for the central
star-forming galaxies moves to higher M? and SFR as the group
mass increases, from a position with lower M? and SFR than the
field to a position with higher M? and SFR. The position of the
minimums n for the remaining galaxies do not move in such a
defined way and appear to wander across the SFR-M? plane.

For n, the median as a function of sSFR mimics what is seen
in GMB, as would be expected as these two parameters describe
the disk or bulge domination of a galaxy. The central galaxies’ n
is higher at low sSFR, as can be seen in Fig. 16, while the satel-
lites’ n closely follows the field. We note, however, that the large
uncertainties on the median at lower sSFR mean that this split
between the central and satellite galaxies is not strong. All me-
dians drop as sSFR increases and become consistent for centrals
and satellites in all environments and the field at log(sSFR/yr−1)
≈ -9.5. As with GMB, n shows greater bulge domination for the
lower sSFR galaxies and greater disk domination for the high
sSFR galaxies, as would be expected.

4.8. Bulge Sérsic index

For the final parameter explored in this work, σM?
of the star-

forming central galaxies increases with group mass, starting be-
low the field value in HB11 and rising above it in HB13, as can
be seen in Fig. 5 (brown pentagrams). The star-forming satel-
lite galaxies have σM?

below the field value in HB11, which in-
creases to be above the field value in HB12. However, for the
satellite galaxies, σM?

then reduces to be below the field value
in HB13. For the quiescent central galaxies, there is a weak in-
dication that σM?

increases with Mstar with only the HB12 value

not being consistent with the field. For the satellite galaxies, the
σM?

is notably larger than any other environment, while HB12
is consistent with the field and HB13 has a σM?

slightly larger
than the field.

Along SFR, the σS FR of the star-forming central galaxies is
larger than other environments in HB11 while being highly un-
certain. In HB12, σS FR is lower than the field value while it is
larger than the field in HB13. For the satellite galaxies, the values
of σS FR are more certain. σS FR starts consistent with the field in
HB11 before falling through HB12 into HB13. The quiescent
central galaxies’ σS FR is consistent with the field in all group
environments, although there is a weak indication that σS FR in-
creases with group mass. σS FR of the HB12 quiescent satellite
galaxies is consistent with the field and HB13’s σS FR is larger
than the field. In HB11, σS FR is notably larger than the field
value much like this sample’s σM?

.
This results in the variability of nBulge as M? changes to de-

crease as the environment becomes more massive for central
galaxies, with no clear trends for the satellite galaxies. This is
also weakly true for the variability of nBulge as SFR changes for
the quiescent central galaxies while the opposite is true for the
star-forming satellites. For the remaining samples, there is again
no clear trend for the variability of nBulge as the SFR changes.

The ρ of the star-forming central galaxies is consistent with
the field in HB11 and HB13 while HB12 is larger than the field’s
value. For the star-forming satellites, ρ is lower than the field’s
value in all group environments but rises from HB11 to HB12
before becoming approximately constant between HB12 and
HB13. For the quiescent central galaxies, there is a weak indica-
tion that ρ is increasing with group mass but all three group en-
vironments have consistent ρ that are lower than the field value.
The quiescent satellite galaxies, on the other hand, show a clear
reduction of ρ and the group mass increases, staring above the
field value in HB11, becoming consistent with the field in HB12
and falling below the field in HB13.

For the star-forming galaxies, the absolute values of AG in-
crease, for the central galaxies, from HB11 to HB12 before de-
creasing in HB13. However, due to the large uncertainties seen
in Fig. 4, both HB11 and HB13 are consistent with each other
and the field. For the satellite galaxies, the absolute values of AG
in the group environments are larger than the field, with HB12
being the smallest, followed by HB11 then HB13. As all values
of AG are negative for the star-forming galaxies, A0 describes the
maximum nBulge and A0+AG the minimum. The maximum value
of nBulge for the star-forming central galaxies is larger in the field
than in all group environments. Within the group environments,
the maximum values rises slightly between HB11 and HB12 be-
fore remaining constant in HB13. For the minimum of the star-
forming central galaxies, the field again has the largest value.
HB11 is the next largest, with HB13 being slightly smaller but
consistent with HB11. HB12, therefore, has the smallest mini-
mum. The star-forming satellite galaxies have a maximum that is
consistent between the field and HB11, before rising into HB12
and falling below the field value in HB13. The minimum nBulge
of the group environments follows a similar trend - rising from
HB11 to HB12 before falling in HB13 - but here all environ-
ments have a smaller minimum nBulge than the field.

For the quiescent galaxies, the absolute values of AG de-
crease with environment mass for the satellite galaxies. The cen-
tral galaxies have an absolute AG in HB11 that is lower than, but
consistent with, the field while the values in HB12 and HB13
are larger than the field and consistent with one another. As with
the star-forming galaxies, all AG are negative so A0 describes the
maximum value and A0+AG the minimum nBulge. For the central
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galaxies, the maximum nBulge rise as the group mass rises, be-
ing consistent with the field in HB12. The minimum rises from
HB11 to HB12 where it remains constant into HB13. For the
quiescent satellite galaxies, the maximum value is constant and
above the field value in HB11 and HB12, before falling below
the field value in HB13. The minimum value of nBulge for the qui-
escent satellite galaxies falls as the environment becomes more
massive, from the field to HB13.

The mean along M?, µM?
, for the star-forming central galax-

ies moves to a lower value from HB11 to HB12, the latter of
which is consistent with the field, before notably increasing in
HB13. For the star-forming satellites, µM?

moves to lower values
as the environment mass increases, from the field to HB13. µM?

for the quiescent central galaxies is at much larger values than
the field for all group galaxies, with HB13 being at a slightly
lower value than HB11 and HB12, the last two of which are con-
sistent with one another. The quiescent satellites have µM?

at a
smaller value than the field in HB11, although it is consistent
with the field. HB12 has a µM?

that is consistent with the field
while HB13’s value is much larger. For the mean along SFR,
µS FR, the star-forming central galaxies have a notably low value
in HB11. HB12 has a µS FR value that is lower than the field and
µS FR decreases further in HB13, with both HB12 and HB13 hav-
ing values much larger than HB11. For the star-forming satellite
galaxies, all µS FR values are larger than the field but remain ap-
proximately constant across all group environments. For the qui-
escent central galaxies, µS FR is consistent with the field in HB13.
In HB11 and HB12 it is lower than the field, although the HB11
value is again consistent with the field. For the quiescent satellite
galaxies, µS FR starts at a lower value than the field in HB11, rises
slightly in HB12, before falling notably in HB13. Thus, the po-
sition of the maximum nBulge does not appear to move in a well
defined way across the M?-SFR plane for any of the four galaxy
samples.

The median nBulge with sSFR weakly follows what is seen
in GMB and n with the median moving to lower nBulge as sSFR
increases. However, there is no splitting between the central and
satellite group populations or the group population and the field,
as seen in GMB and n. The downward trend is also subject to the
large uncertainties that mean this trend is weak. If the trend is
truly present, then the lower sSFR galaxies have stronger bulges
than the lower sSFR galaxies, again mimicking what has been
see with GMB and n.

5. Discussion

5.1. Compactness of galaxies

A number of the parameters in this work can be considered to be
descriptions of how compact a galaxy is, namely C, Gini, M20,
n and to a lesser extent r50. Thus, it is possible to consider these
parameters together to see if they offer a consistent picture.

Looking at the change to the standard deviations of these five
parameters, no galaxy group is consistent across all five, even
when making the assumption that trends that rise then fall (or fall
then rise) as the environment becomes more massive are an indi-
cation that there is not an environmental dependence. The star-
forming satellite galaxies agree in four parameters, C, Gini, M20,
and n, for σM?

, which all show independence from the group en-
vironment. The same four parameters also show environmental
independence for σS FR for the quiescent central galaxies. A dif-
ferent four parameters, C, Gini, M20 and r50, also show no rela-
tion between group environment and σS FR for the star-forming
central galaxies. For the quiescent satellite galaxies, C, M20 and

Fig. 17. Median of nBulge as a function of sSFR for the field galax-
ies (blue) and the central (solid) and satellite (dashed) HB11 (orange),
HB12 (green), and HB13 (red) groups. The central and satellite galaxies
in all environments closely follow the field galaxies. Where the central
HB11 galaxies appear to rise above the other environments, the uncer-
tainties are such that this rise is not significant. Error bars for satellite
galaxies are omitted for clarity of the plot but are comparable to the
errors of the central galaxies.

r50 show σM?
decreases as the group becomes more massive, if

the mind decrease in σM?
noted for C is truly there, while C, r50

and n show no dependence of σS FR on group mass.
The range of these five parameters again does not show a

consistent picture. C, Gini and M20 agree that there is no envi-
ronmental dependence on the range for the star-forming central
and all quiescent galaxies, meaning that the most and least com-
pact galaxies do not become more or less separated. r50, on the
other hand, shows an increase in the range for all three galaxy
samples. The total Sérsic index shows an increase for the star-
forming central galaxies but a decrease for the star-forming satel-
lites and quiescent central galaxies. For the star-forming satellite
galaxies, Gini and r50 both see no dependence for the range of
parameter with group mass while C and M20 show an increas-
ing range of parameter with group halo mass and n a decrease.
Thus, it appears that the most and least compact galaxies do not
change their separation of the majority of galaxies, while the en-
vironmental dependence for the star-forming satellite galaxies is
unclear.

For the change to the most compact galaxies, it is necessary
to compare the maximum values of C, Gini, M20, and n with the
minimum values of r50 as a smaller r50 implies a more compact
galaxy. Similarly, to study the least compact galaxies we must
compare the minimum C, Gini, M20 and n and maximum r50.
Once again, no sample of galaxies is consistent across all five
parameters. The star-forming central galaxies show a consistent
picture of the most compact galaxies with C, Gini, M20 and r50,
showing no environmental dependence. The most compact C,
Gini, M20 and n all agree for all quiescent galaxies, again show-
ing no environmental dependence. C and r50 show that the most
compact star-forming satellite galaxies become less compact as
the group mass increases while M20 and Gini show no environ-
mental change. For the least compact galaxies, C, Gini, M20 and
n agree for the star-forming central galaxies and all quiescent
galaxies that there is no environment dependence. For the star-
forming satellite galaxies, C, M20, and n all indicate that there
is again no environmental dependence, while Gini indicates the
galaxies become less compact and r50 indicates the opposite.
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Gini and M20 are able to describe how clumpy the light distri-
bution is within a galaxy, while C assumes rotational symmetry
about a galaxy’s centre. As the majority of the galaxies with the
highest and lowest Gini or M20 do not notably change the value
of their parameter for the majority of galaxies, it would appear
that the most extreme galaxies do not become clumpier, or less
clumpy, as their environment becomes more massive, and poten-
tially disruptive. With the constant maximum and minimum C
in all group environments for all but most compact star-forming
satellite galaxies, it also appears that the shape of the light profile
predominantly remain unchanged.

The lack of agreement from r50 indicates that it is a poor de-
scriptor of how compact a galaxy is and instead is describing
the size of the galaxy. This does seem to show that the smallest
and largest galaxies in groups become larger as the group halo
mass increases, for the star-forming satellite and quiescent cen-
tral and satellite galaxies. The largest star-forming centrals are
also becoming larger while the smallest are not.

As C describes the ratio between the radius that contains
20% of the light (r20) and the radius that contains 80% of the
light (r80), it can be used with r50 to better understand how
the galaxies are changing as the group halo mass changes. For
the quiescent galaxies and the star-forming central galaxies, the
maximum and minimum C remain approximately constant, im-
plying that the ratio between r20 and r80 remains constant. With
r50 seen to increase with group halo mass, for both the largest
and smallest r50 of the quiescent galaxies, this would suggest
that the largest and smallest quiescent galaxies themselves are
becoming larger. For the star-forming central galaxies, only the
smallest r50 become larger and so only the smallest galaxies be-
come bigger with group halo mass. This could be explained for
the satellite galaxies as the increase in galaxy-galaxy interactions
as the halo mass increases causing the galaxies becoming more
rarefied and defuse. This would increase r50 while not increas-
ing C, or indeed Gini or M20 assuming the clumpiness of the
galaxies remains unchanged. As the range of r50 increases with
group halo mass, the largest galaxies become larger faster than
the smallest galaxies. For the star-forming satellite galaxies, as
C increases for the most compact galaxies along with r50, it is
possible that the outer regions of the most compact galaxies are
expanding but not the inner region. This would result in r50 and
r80 becoming larger but not r50. For the least compact galaxies,
C is constant and r50 increases, so again the smallest galaxies
become larger as the halo mass increases.

For the median of the entire galaxy population within each
environment - that is both star-forming and quiescent galaxies
within the field, HB11, HB12, and HB13 - C, Gini, M20, and n
show a similar picture. All four of these parameters show that
galaxies become more compact as the sSFR decreases in all en-
vironments. This increase in compactness is greater for central
galaxies than satellite or field galaxies, the last two of which
appear to evolve in similar ways for C, Gini, M20 and n. We reit-
erate that due to large uncertainties, the split between the central
and satellite galaxies seen with n is not strong. For the central
galaxies, the HB13 sample appear to be less diffuse than the cen-
trals of HB11 and HB12 for C, Gini, and M20. r50 again differs
in what is seen, showing that is it a poor tracer of the compact-
ness of a galaxy. Central galaxies have larger r50 than the field
or satellite galaxies with a slight increase as sSFR increases for
the field, HB11, and HB12. If r50 was describing compactness,
this would mean that central galaxies are more diffuse than the
field or satellite galaxies at all sSFR, which is not seen for C,
Gini, and M20. However, the slight rise in r50 at higher sSFR for

the field, HB11, and HB12 galaxies does support the decrease in
compactness as sSFR increases.

5.2. Disks and bulges

The bulge Sérsic index and Gini-M20 bulge both describe if a
galaxy is bulge or disk dominated and should show similar trends
with environmental mass. If we take the conservative position
that trends that undulate, that is the value increases (decreases)
from HB11 to HB12 then decreases (increases) from HB12 to
HB13, show independence from the group environment, then
the σM?

of GMB and nBulge agree for the satellite galaxies but
not the centrals. Both GMB and nBulge show no dependence of
σM?

on group mass for the satellite galaxies. TheσM?
of the star-

forming central galaxies reduces as the halo mass increases for
GMB while the opposite is seen in nBulge. GMB has no depen-
dence on the halo mass for the quiescent central galaxies while
nBulge again shows an increase. Group environments, therefore,
predominantly appear to only influence the central galaxies’ de-
pendence on M? but the exact form of this dependence is unclear.

The group mass has no clear influence of the bulge and disk
components with respect to the SFR, with only GMB and nBulge
agreeing that there is no dependence for the quiescent satellite
galaxies. If the weak trend of σS FR of nBulge increasing with
group mass for the quiescent central galaxies is taken to be so
weak as to be constant σS FR with group mass, then the quies-
cent central galaxies could also agree between GMB and nBulge
in there being no correlation. For the star-forming central galax-
ies, GMB has a decreasing σS FR with halo mass while nBulge
shows no link between σS FR and group mass. The opposite is
seen for the star-forming satellies with GMB showing no relation
and nBulge a decreasing σS FR with group mass. These differences
may arise from GMB being less sensitive to the dust content of a
galaxy than nBulge. Star-forming galaxies are known to be more
dusty than quiescent galaxies (e.g. Hjorth et al. 2014; Davé et al.
2019; Pantoni et al. 2019; Donevski et al. 2020) thus, if GMB
is less sensitive to dust, it is not surprising that GMB and nBulge
agree for the less dusty quiescent galaxies but disagree for the
more dusy star-forming galaxies. It may also instead be influ-
enced by galaxy interactions as, like dust, GMB is less sensitive
to galaxy interactions than nBulge. Galaxy interactions are known
to be able to trigger periods of star-formation (e.g. Ellison et al.
2013; Knapen et al. 2015; Silva et al. 2018; Pearson et al. 2019)
and could drive the difference in trends seen between GMB and
n.

The disagreement between nBulge and GMB is less appar-
ent in the range of these parameters, with GMB and nBulge both
showing no dependence of the range of parameter on the group
mass for the star-forming galaxies and an increase in the range
with group mass for the quiescent satellites. For the final galaxy
sample, the quiescent central galaxies, GMB shows an increase
in range with group mass while nBulge shows no environmental
dependence.

For the star-forming galaxies, the most bulge-like GMB
galaxies (that is the highest GMB values) do not become more,
or less, bulge-like as the group mass increases. This is also seen
in nBulge for the star-forming satellite galaxies, with the most
bulge-like galaxies (that is the largest nBulge values) not becom-
ing more or less bulge-like as the mass increases. For the star-
forming central galaxies, the maximum nBulge increases from
HB11 to HB12 before becoming constant. The most disk-like
star-forming galaxies, those with the smallest GMB or nBulge, do
not become more, or less, disk-like when examined with either
nBulge or GMB, showing that disk dominated galaxies are able to
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form stars in group environments, as would be expected. Thus,
the star-forming galaxies’ bulgieness is predominantly not im-
pacted by the environment in which the galaxy lies.

For the quiescent galaxies, there is no agreement between
GMB and nBulge for the most and least bulge-like galaxies. GMB
has the most bulge-like quiescent central galaxies not becoming
more or less bulge-like while nBulge sees these galaxies becom-
ing more bulge-like. The least bulge-like of these same galax-
ies also have GMB showing no evolution while nBulge becomes
larger between HB11 and HB12 before becoming constant. For
the quiescent satellite galaxies, GMB has the most bulge-like
becoming more bulge-like as the group mass increases while the
least bulge-like do not change. nBulge on the other hand, shows
the most bulge-like becomes less bulge-like in HB13 and the
least bulge-like become less bulge-like as the group mass in-
creases. As noted before, quiescent galaxies are less dusty than
star-forming galaxies, so if dust is driving the difference between
GMB and nBulge, then the quiescent galaxies should show better
correlation between GMB and nBulge. As this is not the case, it is
probable that dust is not what is causing the difference in results
between GMB and nBulge.

Neither nBulge or GMB show what is traditionally expected
of galaxies in groups for the majority of the galaxies, that is they
do not show an increase in bulge-likeness as the group mass in-
creases. The exception is the most bulge-like quiescent satellites
for GMB and the most bulge-like quiescent centrals for nBulge.
The bulge Sérsic index also shows the opposite trend for the least
bulge-like quiescent satellite galaxies, with both these galaxies
becoming less bulge-like as the group mass increases.

The trends of the median parameter with sSFR do weakly
agree between nBulge and GMB. Both parameters show that all
galaxies increase in disk-likeness an the sSFR increases, as
would be expected. However, neither parameter shows as in-
crease in bulge-likeness for satellite galaxies compared to cen-
tral galaxies. The nBulge also has no change in bulge-likeness be-
tween the central and satellite populations that is seen in GMB.

5.3. Galaxy disruption

To study galaxy disruption, we examine how asymmetry is af-
fected by the environment. This allows the study of galaxies in-
fluenced by interactions and flybys as well as mergers (e.g. Pat-
ton et al. 2016). Cuts of non-parametric statistics are not used
as they are designed to select only merging galaxies (Conselice
2003; Lotz et al. 2004, 2008) and not using these cuts also avoids
the imperfect merger identification inherent in these classifica-
tions (Pearson et al. 2019). As mentioned in Sect. 5.2, mergers
are expected to be less common as the group density increases
(Lin et al. 2010; Alonso et al. 2012). As a result, it would be
expected that asymmetry should reflect this.

The maximum, minimum, and range of A should not be in-
fluenced by the fraction of galaxies that are interacting as these
values are driven by the extreme cases, which should be inde-
pendent of how often interactions occur. This is what is seen for
the minimum for the majority of both central and satellite galax-
ies, the exceptions being the star-forming centrals and quiescent
satellites in HB13. The maximum of the star-forming and quies-
cent central galaxies are also consistent with the field. However,
the quiescent satellite galaxies show a decreasing maximum.
This may possibly indicate a reduction in the number of qui-
escent satellite galaxies that are undergoing a merger, preventing
higher values of asymmetry to be seen, or the more disruptive in-
teractions are predominantly causing star-formation. The range

of A is also lower in group environments than in the field for
quiescent galaxies.

The standard deviations along M? and SFR are all constant
in group environments for the satellite galaxies and consistent
with the field for all but the quiescent satellite galaxies, which
have σS FR that is larger. The central galaxies also have con-
stant standard deviation along SFR that is consistent with the
field. Along M?, the central galaxies are not constant but tak-
ing the variable changes with group mass as independence from
group environment then the standard deviations of star-forming
and quiescent central and satellite galaxies are not influenced by
the group environment. However, the number of galaxy-galaxy
interactions is expected to increase with group halo mass with
fewer of these interactions resulting in a merger (Alonso et al.
2012), which would result in more disrupted galaxies. This does
not agree with our findings as such an increase in galaxy-galaxy
interactions with halo mass would result in σM?

increasing with
halo mass. There is, however, a weak indication of σS FR increas-
ing with halo mass for the quiescent galaxies, which would then
agree with an increase in galaxy-galaxy interactions as the group
mass increases.

The median of A appears to indicate that SFR for central
galaxies, and to a lesser degree satellite galaxies, is driven by
interactions. The increase in A at higher sSFR for group galax-
ies indicates that these higher SFRs are being caused by galaxy-
galaxy interactions. Galaxy mergers and interactions are known
to increase SFR of the interacting galaxies so this is not an un-
expected result (e.g. Barnes 2004; Kim et al. 2009; Saitoh et al.
2009; Pearson et al. 2019).

5.4. Total Sérsic index and r50

For n and r50 it is possible to draw comparison to works looking
at the distribution of n and the effective radius (re f f ) from Wuyts
et al. (2011) and Brennan et al. (2017). While the r50 studied here
is not exactly the same as re f f - the latter being the radius within
which 50% of the light lies when a total Sérsic profile is fitted -
the r50 used in this work is not from a total Sérsic profile. While
Wuyts et al. (2011) and Brennan et al. (2017) do not provide a
fit for n and re f f , they do provide qualitative descriptions of the
distributions.

Both Wuyts et al. (2011) and Brennan et al. (2017) find that
n mimics the traditional MS derived from the number-density of
galaxies in the SFR-M? plane. This is also seen in Whitaker et al.
(2015). The differences arise between these studies with Brennan
et al. (2017) not seeing a population of high n as galaxies move
above the MS. In this work, we also see a MS depicted by n
in all environments as the example for field galaxies in Fig. 18
shows. As with Brennan et al. (2017), we do not see a population
of high n galaxies lying above the MS. Brennan et al. (2017)
claims that the lack of the high n population is a result of their
selection criteria, which removes galaxies that are not well fit by
a total Sérsic profile and is likely to be removing star-bursting
galaxies with high n that are likely to be merging. However, in
this work we do not make such a cut and yet find similar results.
At low redshifts comparable to this work, Brennan et al. (2017)
use galaxies in GAMA, as we do here, but derive their own n so
this lack of difference is not unexpected.

For re f f , Wuyts et al. (2011) and Brennan et al. (2017) find
that galaxies on the MS have larger radii than galaxies off the
MS (both above and below) at the same M?. We also see such a
trend with r50: Galaxies on the MS have a larger radii than those
above and below at the same M?.
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Fig. 18. Distribution of total Sérsic indices found in the field galaxies.
As can be seen, n depicts a MS in the SFR-M? plane and, like Brennan
et al. (2017), we see no grouping of high n above the MS.

6. Summary and conclusions

The environment in which a galaxy lies is know to influence
the morphology of that galaxy. In this work, we aimed to ex-
amine exactly how the environment influences the concentra-
tion (C), Gini, the second-order moment of the brightest 20%
of the light (M20), asymmetry (A), Gini-M20 bulge (GMB) non-
parametric statistics as well as the 50% light radius (r50), total
Sérsic index (n) and bulge Sérsic index (nBulge) parametric statis-
tics for galaxies. This was done for a sample of GAMA galaxies
with known environment (field or group) and with these param-
eters derived using optical r-band KiDS imaging. So we could
study the differences between low and high mass group envi-
ronments, the group galaxy sample was further divided into bins
with halo masses (Mh) between 11 ≤ log(Mh/M�) < 12 (HB11),
12 ≤ log(Mh/M�) < 13 (HB12), and 13 ≤ log(Mh/M�) < 14
(HB13) with the central and satellite galaxies within each bin
separated from one another. We then explored how the differ-
ent parameters are distributed across the SFR-M? plane in the
differing environments.

Using our simple split between star-forming and quiescent
galaxies, we find that the fraction of star-forming galaxies de-
creases as the environment becomes more massive, which is
qualitatively consistent with other works. We see that 79.1%
of field galaxies are star-forming, dropping to 72.6% in HB11,
62.0% in HB12, and 48.7% in the most massive environments.
When we also split for central and satellite galaxies in the
groups, we find that 69.2%, 51.2%, and 40.1% of central galax-
ies are star-forming in HB11, HB12, and HB13, respectively,
while 75.4%, 68.0%, and 51.1% of satellite galaxies are forming
stars. Thus a greater fraction of satellite galaxies are star-forming
compared to centrals.

As expected, we also find that galaxy environments cause
some change to the distributions of parametric and non-
parametric morphological indicators. The compactness of a
galaxy, determined with C, Gini, M20, r50 and n, does show
variation with group halo mass for the star-forming and quies-
cent central and satellite galaxies. However, how this changes
depends on the indicator being examined, with all five parame-
ters showing slightly differing trends. There is an indication that
star-forming satellite galaxies and all quiescent galaxies have
compactness that is independent of M?. The impact on the com-
pactness as SFR changes is less clear, with different parameters
showing different trends for the different galaxy sample. Using
C and r50, we see that all galaxies become larger as the group
halo mass increases, for both central and satellite galaxies. We

also see that the size of the largest galaxies in the low mass group
halos increases faster than the size of the smallest galaxies as the
environment mass increases.

For the bulge or disk domination, there is little agreement
between GMB and nBulge. Where there is agreement we see that
the maximum, minimum, and range of these two parameters for
the star-forming galaxies do not change as the group halo mass
increases, implying that the most bulge-like and most disk-like
galaxies do not become more or less bulge-like or disk-like as
the environment changes. The quiescent galaxies most and least
bulge-like galaxies have differing tends when studying GMB or
nBulge. Where GMB and nBulge do agree is that the range of pa-
rameter for the quiescent satellites does increase with group halo
mass but GMB finds the most bulge-like galaxies driving this
change while nBulge finds the change caused by the most disk-
like. GMB and nBulge also only agree that the variability of disk
or bulge domination as M? changes is independent of group en-
vironment for the satellite galaxies and that the variability of
bulge or disk domination along SFR is also independent of group
halo mass for the quiescent satellites.

We find little evidence for more galaxy disruption as the en-
vironment mass increases. Using A, we see no evidence for an
increase in the disruption of galaxies at a fixed SFR or M? as
the group halo mass increases. We also see that the least dis-
rupted galaxies, that is the galaxies with the lowest A, and the
most disrupted galaxies are predominantly uninfluenced by the
environment. The exception being the quiescent satellite galax-
ies that see a reduction in A as the halo mass increases. This
lack of environmental dependence was unexpected as there is
known to be an increase in galaxy-galaxy interactions in higher
mass groups, despite a decrease in interactions that result in a
merger (Lin et al. 2010; Alonso et al. 2012). With higher inter-
action rates, it would be expected to see more disruption of the
galaxy population at fixed SFR or M?. The most and least dis-
turbed galaxies would be expected to remain constant as these
are driven by the extreme cases that should be interaction-rate
independent in large galaxy samples.

The trends found in this work are weak, a result of the rela-
tively small sample sizes for the group galaxies, with only 900
central galaxies in HB13. Larger sample sizes would enable the
fitting coefficients to be better constrained and make any trends
in the morphological parameters clearer. The work presented
here also looks at galaxies that are at a relatively low redshift
(z < 0.15). Thus we do not currently examine how, or indeed if,
these changes to morphology in the SFR-M? plane due to envi-
ronment change as we look further back. It would therefore be
informative to perform a similar study at higher redshifts. This
would require high resolution imaging over a large area of the
sky to be able to derive the morphological parameters from the
image plane for a statistically large sample of galaxies in a range
of environments, for example with the Vera C. Rubin Observa-
tory (Robertson et al. 2019).
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Appendix A: Example corner plot

Here we present an example corner plot (Foreman-Mackey
2016) for the star-forming field galaxies’ coefficients when fit-
ting concentration in Fig. A.1. In this example, the normalisation
(A0) and amplitude of the Gaussian (AG) are highly correlated,
as can be seen. While the posterior distribution of A0 is high at
the end of the prior range, if this range is extended such that the
posterior peaks within the prior range, the posterior of AG then
peaks at the edge of its prior range. Expanding both prior ranges
results in AG and A0 that are unrealistic while not notably in-
creasing the goodness of fit. As such, it was deemed acceptable
to not make the priors less restrictive. This issue was not seen for
other morphological parameters. The two means, µM?

and µS FR,
are also highly correlated in this example and the two standard
deviations also show some correlation as well as ρ andσS FR. The
other parameter pairs appear to be predominantly uncorrelated.

Appendix B: Fitting coefficients

Here we present the best fit coefficients for all morphological
parameters in all environments. The coefficients for the star-
forming galaxies, as defined by Eq. 2, are in Table B.1 while
the coefficients for the quiescent galaxies are in Table B.2.
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Fig. A.1. Example corner plot for fitting the concentration of the star-forming field galaxies.
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Table B.1. Coefficients from fitting a single Gaussian distribution (Eq. 4) to morphological parameters for the star-forming galaxies as defined by
Eq. 2. Env. is the environment, Cen. and Sat. are the central and satellite galaxies, respectively, and Prm. is the parameter being studied.

Env. Prm. A0 AG σM?
ρ σS FR µM?

µS FR

Field

C 4.721 ± 0.218 -2.081 ± 0.219 3.395 ± 1.051 0.833 ± 0.072 6.646 ± 2.921 9.787 ± 0.581 1.159 ± 1.558
Gini 0.862 ± 0.064 -0.371 ± 0.059 2.968 ± 0.379 0.621 ± 0.080 4.888 ± 1.345 9.583 ± 0.165 0.537 ± 0.528
M20 -3.449 ± 0.483 1.847 ± 0.480 7.486 ± 3.186 0.909 ± 0.167 20.673 ± 7.541 10.139 ± 0.863 3.423 ± 2.589
A -0.028 ± 0.023 0.144 ± 0.028 3.862 ± 8.485 0.554 ± 0.730 0.912 ± 0.811 12.255 ± 2.618 1.313 ± 0.578

GMB 0.339 ± 0.050 -0.740 ± 0.038 1.582 ± 0.420 0.707 ± 0.109 2.877 ± 1.405 9.512 ± 0.340 0.551 ± 0.999
r50 2.169 ± 0.004 17.998 ± 0.278 11.409 ± 1.616 -0.961 ± 0.021 12.879 ± 1.786 11.999 ± 0.004 4.999 ± 0.005
n 3.306 ± 0.016 -2.180 ± 0.021 1.980 ± 0.082 0.828 ± 0.015 1.945 ± 0.083 9.030 ± 0.045 -0.303 ± 0.042

nBulge 6.381 ± 0.017 -5.304 ± 0.063 1.464 ± 0.527 -0.901 ± 0.035 1.872 ± 0.682 8.435 ± 0.192 -0.767 ± 0.237

HB11
Cen.

C 4.346 ± 0.254 -1.691 ± 0.271 2.813 ± 4.583 0.885 ± 0.065 4.569 ± 8.675 9.536 ± 1.319 0.377 ± 2.812
Gini 0.756 ± 0.209 -0.258 ± 0.364 7.854 ± 10.376 0.920 ± 0.672 19.857 ± 10.521 9.333 ± 3.999 1.979 ± 5.274
M20 -3.275 ± 0.556 1.710 ± 0.538 2.924 ± 3.105 0.722 ± 0.575 6.021 ± 8.590 9.613 ± 1.647 1.047 ± 4.361
A -0.038 ± 0.030 0.202 ± 0.046 18.325 ± 9.540 0.832 ± 0.615 2.980 ± 8.870 12.332 ± 2.692 2.262 ± 4.910

GMB 0.215 ± 0.086 -0.556 ± 0.074 5.965 ± 1.540 0.992 ± 0.619 11.724 ± 8.877 9.287 ± 0.618 -0.165 ± 4.035
r50 2.342 ± 0.257 5.677 ± 0.557 1.889 ± 0.289 -0.106 ± 0.231 1.227 ± 0.381 11.970 ± 0.180 1.202 ± 0.299
n 3.616 ± 0.117 -2.769 ± 0.150 4.702 ± 2.736 0.980 ± 0.017 7.547 ± 5.509 7.424 ± 0.759 -3.157 ± 1.324

nBulge 4.980 ± 0.065 -6.238 ± 1.369 0.519 ± 0.152 -0.584 ± 0.460 8.683 ± 6.995 9.348 ± 0.179 -9.088 ± 3.007

HB11
Sat.

C 2.631 ± 0.949 0.846 ± 0.892 10.967 ± 5.711 0.992 ± 0.380 18.922 ± 7.980 14.223 ± 1.693 3.568 ± 4.339
Gini 0.811 ± 0.208 -0.311 ± 0.353 15.458 ± 10.024 0.968 ± 0.679 16.753 ± 10.087 9.686 ± 4.114 1.162 ± 5.127
M20 -1.972 ± 0.711 0.395 ± 0.684 2.435 ± 9.376 0.429 ± 0.632 3.045 ± 8.915 8.191 ± 2.971 0.383 ± 4.905
A -0.004 ± 0.053 0.126 ± 0.058 11.623 ± 9.335 -0.923 ± 0.628 3.854 ± 8.923 13.464 ± 2.708 0.783 ± 4.850

GMB -0.323 ± 0.194 0.302 ± 0.301 1.389 ± 10.624 0.972 ± 0.731 1.711 ± 9.842 11.155 ± 2.512 0.705 ± 4.919
r50 1.524 ± 0.157 5.065 ± 0.268 2.147 ± 0.117 0.535 ± 0.084 1.373 ± 0.111 11.985 ± 0.108 1.356 ± 0.160
n 3.359 ± 0.302 -2.277 ± 0.299 2.254 ± 1.566 0.842 ± 0.063 1.754 ± 1.140 9.068 ± 0.519 -0.024 ± 0.357

nBulge 6.336 ± 0.105 -7.815 ± 0.998 0.985 ± 0.127 -0.510 ± 0.082 1.411 ± 0.167 7.582 ± 0.247 -0.072 ± 0.182

HB12
Cen.

C 3.874 ± 0.352 -1.228 ± 0.348 3.490 ± 3.901 0.960 ± 0.044 5.841 ± 8.098 8.832 ± 1.380 -1.123 ± 2.911
Gini 0.769 ± 0.203 -0.363 ± 0.345 13.397 ± 10.163 0.896 ± 0.664 13.484 ± 10.205 1.377 ± 4.151 -4.275 ± 5.229
M20 -2.723 ± 0.608 1.167 ± 0.567 8.227 ± 3.121 0.972 ± 0.485 13.352 ± 8.226 6.316 ± 1.573 -4.735 ± 3.943
A -0.020 ± 0.055 0.185 ± 0.057 13.040 ± 9.205 0.911 ± 0.621 3.891 ± 8.895 11.986 ± 2.694 2.789 ± 4.840

GMB -0.277 ± 0.185 0.384 ± 0.378 3.310 ± 3.136 0.994 ± 0.496 5.173 ± 8.914 10.795 ± 1.135 0.099 ± 3.666
r50 3.622 ± 0.052 6.952 ± 0.330 1.158 ± 0.049 -0.213 ± 0.117 0.866 ± 0.082 11.987 ± 0.050 0.796 ± 0.100
n 3.639 ± 0.277 -2.785 ± 0.311 3.717 ± 1.163 0.967 ± 0.021 5.069 ± 2.135 7.725 ± 0.729 -2.329 ± 1.047

nBulge 5.448 ± 0.053 -12.085 ± 2.576 0.689 ± 0.044 0.986 ± 0.051 1.363 ± 0.117 8.365 ± 0.089 -2.102 ± 0.261

HB12
Sat.

C 4.213 ± 0.323 -1.581 ± 0.318 2.000 ± 1.120 0.357 ± 0.460 4.303 ± 6.140 9.328 ± 0.578 1.022 ± 1.800
Gini 0.754 ± 0.201 -0.256 ± 0.341 6.413 ± 10.076 0.892 ± 0.681 19.060 ± 10.133 9.592 ± 4.216 1.687 ± 5.295
M20 -2.976 ± 0.622 1.421 ± 0.617 4.790 ± 5.472 0.808 ± 0.583 11.467 ± 7.950 10.151 ± 1.697 3.530 ± 3.789
A -0.034 ± 0.049 0.129 ± 0.055 7.268 ± 9.748 -0.509 ± 0.660 1.048 ± 10.014 14.412 ± 2.596 0.627 ± 4.887

GMB -0.329 ± 0.178 0.367 ± 0.366 1.313 ± 1.406 0.962 ± 0.603 2.359 ± 9.763 10.930 ± 1.149 0.464 ± 4.209
r50 2.269 ± 0.071 4.469 ± 0.146 2.247 ± 0.132 -0.306 ± 0.100 1.255 ± 0.124 11.997 ± 0.036 0.631 ± 0.092
n 3.204 ± 0.017 -1.912 ± 0.037 11.268 ± 5.510 0.996 ± 0.004 12.539 ± 6.345 7.639 ± 0.759 -1.873 ± 0.812

nBulge 6.713 ± 0.047 -6.847 ± 0.439 1.659 ± 0.094 -0.845 ± 0.023 1.286 ± 0.099 7.397 ± 0.141 -0.001 ± 0.068

HB13
Cen.

C 4.476 ± 0.338 -1.903 ± 0.542 3.290 ± 3.372 0.914 ± 0.297 4.339 ± 9.049 8.752 ± 1.167 -0.960 ± 3.372
Gini 0.744 ± 0.202 -0.281 ± 0.361 11.327 ± 10.030 0.916 ± 0.684 15.271 ± 10.308 5.451 ± 4.162 -2.281 ± 5.149
M20 -3.231 ± 0.643 1.710 ± 0.637 4.237 ± 5.304 0.790 ± 0.695 8.447 ± 8.295 9.729 ± 1.818 2.148 ± 4.968
A -0.071 ± 0.049 0.212 ± 0.056 24.802 ± 9.288 -0.866 ± 0.629 5.842 ± 8.965 14.677 ± 2.660 2.122 ± 4.902

GMB 0.254 ± 0.281 -0.641 ± 0.550 2.288 ± 1.247 0.949 ± 0.779 5.187 ± 8.859 8.944 ± 1.222 -1.397 ± 4.569
r50 3.486 ± 0.062 10.073 ± 0.454 1.077 ± 0.040 0.075 ± 0.089 0.965 ± 0.077 11.998 ± 0.019 1.257 ± 0.107
n 4.836 ± 0.438 -3.854 ± 0.464 1.570 ± 1.386 0.737 ± 0.091 1.974 ± 2.862 9.502 ± 0.688 -0.019 ± 1.100

nBulge 5.422 ± 0.134 -7.591 ± 2.767 3.483 ± 1.411 -0.993 ± 0.948 3.132 ± 1.363 14.937 ± 1.164 -2.898 ± 0.991

HB13
Sat.

C 4.944 ± 0.494 -2.321 ± 0.492 2.071 ± 1.090 0.397 ± 0.519 5.979 ± 8.335 9.543 ± 0.453 1.239 ± 2.936
Gini 0.794 ± 0.214 -0.368 ± 0.324 4.091 ± 10.018 -0.217 ± 0.659 8.063 ± 10.153 8.045 ± 4.143 4.813 ± 5.180
M20 -3.664 ± 0.625 2.117 ± 0.599 3.055 ± 3.032 0.392 ± 0.587 13.000 ± 8.188 9.577 ± 1.652 3.676 ± 4.429
A -0.015 ± 0.040 0.122 ± 0.045 8.877 ± 9.511 0.340 ± 0.642 1.000 ± 9.365 11.260 ± 2.604 1.311 ± 4.907

GMB -0.321 ± 0.173 0.389 ± 0.370 1.661 ± 0.986 0.972 ± 0.678 4.813 ± 8.995 10.719 ± 0.987 -0.345 ± 4.049
r50 2.943 ± 0.053 7.613 ± 0.263 1.193 ± 0.031 0.451 ± 0.054 0.670 ± 0.030 11.999 ± 0.024 0.838 ± 0.053
n 2.760 ± 0.062 -1.675 ± 0.072 10.064 ± 3.325 0.999 ± 0.006 24.088 ± 8.122 9.010 ± 0.759 -0.728 ± 1.786

nBulge 5.411 ± 0.038 -11.463 ± 2.214 1.286 ± 0.167 -0.839 ± 0.075 0.700 ± 0.101 7.049 ± 0.389 -0.099 ± 0.199
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Table B.2. Coefficients from fitting a single Gaussian distribution (Eq. 4) to morphological parameters for the quiescent galaxies as defined by Eq.
2. Env. is the environment, Cen. and Sat. are the central and satellite galaxies, respectively, and Prm. is the parameter being studied.

Env. Prm. A0 AG σM?
ρ σS FR µM?

µS FR

Field

C 2.841 ± 0.092 0.799 ± 1.036 0.763 ± 0.612 0.361 ± 0.393 9.187 ± 2.118 11.047 ± 1.394 -5.744 ± 4.374
Gini 0.688 ± 0.011 -0.179 ± 0.011 1.967 ± 0.090 0.047 ± 0.039 9.998 ± 0.177 9.052 ± 0.027 0.533 ± 0.332
M20 -2.439 ± 0.502 0.771 ± 0.521 2.077 ± 1.381 0.335 ± 0.382 9.752 ± 1.445 8.689 ± 1.303 -1.876 ± 2.903
A -0.018 ± 0.000 0.110 ± 0.000 1.571 ± 0.002 0.746 ± 0.001 3.843 ± 0.005 12.589 ± 0.002 3.895 ± 0.006

GMB -0.261 ± 0.053 0.965 ± 0.137 1.587 ± 0.282 0.769 ± 0.324 8.094 ± 2.001 12.526 ± 0.422 4.362 ± 3.334
r50 2.107 ± 0.002 13.575 ± 0.530 1.403 ± 0.069 -0.652 ± 0.033 9.954 ± 0.288 12.000 ± 0.010 4.975 ± 0.130
n 3.248 ± 0.021 -2.179 ± 0.182 1.258 ± 0.197 0.889 ± 0.063 9.953 ± 1.376 8.413 ± 0.277 -6.051 ± 2.206

nBulge 6.758 ± 0.026 -5.776 ± 0.159 0.429 ± 0.020 0.192 ± 0.165 5.318 ± 0.801 8.752 ± 0.026 -0.022 ± 0.307

HB11
Cen.

C 2.945 ± 1.284 0.821 ± 2.154 1.912 ± 2.092 0.861 ± 0.573 12.296 ± 7.932 11.491 ± 2.628 -1.084 ± 4.822
Gini 0.664 ± 0.238 -0.405 ± 0.390 6.917 ± 10.061 0.772 ± 0.670 19.428 ± 10.268 4.765 ± 4.045 4.444 ± 5.195
M20 -2.139 ± 0.756 1.288 ± 0.777 5.082 ± 10.585 0.921 ± 0.628 25.968 ± 9.812 5.825 ± 3.515 -4.671 ± 5.182
A -0.001 ± 0.029 0.059 ± 0.030 7.892 ± 9.910 -0.765 ± 0.663 4.046 ± 9.776 9.315 ± 2.695 2.970 ± 4.949

GMB -0.220 ± 0.335 0.605 ± 0.509 0.764 ± 10.626 0.382 ± 0.696 3.117 ± 9.182 10.919 ± 2.638 -2.295 ± 5.102
r50 1.761 ± 0.322 6.128 ± 1.583 2.592 ± 1.212 -0.913 ± 0.145 11.596 ± 5.995 11.932 ± 0.349 -0.698 ± 2.123
n 3.792 ± 0.100 -4.450 ± 0.946 2.043 ± 2.856 0.946 ± 0.057 4.077 ± 8.449 7.167 ± 0.760 -5.289 ± 1.914

nBulge 6.544 ± 0.083 -8.302 ± 2.638 0.458 ± 0.238 -0.919 ± 0.565 0.720 ± 12.408 11.334 ± 0.226 -2.476 ± 3.001

HB11
Sat.

C 2.571 ± 1.115 1.616 ± 1.094 3.460 ± 4.023 0.936 ± 0.615 3.891 ± 8.693 14.805 ± 1.814 2.964 ± 4.676
Gini 0.835 ± 0.225 -0.316 ± 0.368 4.974 ± 10.291 0.039 ± 0.683 8.692 ± 10.445 8.248 ± 4.020 -0.510 ± 5.311
M20 -2.906 ± 0.716 1.401 ± 0.696 5.956 ± 9.822 0.395 ± 0.494 24.350 ± 10.257 6.342 ± 3.084 0.629 ± 5.294
A -0.047 ± 0.039 0.081 ± 0.036 4.905 ± 9.997 0.978 ± 0.656 16.238 ± 9.763 8.431 ± 2.668 -8.948 ± 4.965

GMB 0.198 ± 0.181 -0.351 ± 0.258 1.281 ± 10.601 0.384 ± 0.699 3.250 ± 10.043 8.701 ± 2.708 -1.389 ± 5.017
r50 0.865 ± 0.457 6.609 ± 0.784 3.367 ± 1.635 -0.537 ± 0.274 8.808 ± 4.192 11.961 ± 0.477 4.997 ± 1.051
n 5.484 ± 0.182 -4.138 ± 0.301 3.525 ± 0.517 -0.902 ± 0.041 2.357 ± 0.408 7.094 ± 0.533 -0.436 ± 0.339

nBulge 7.113 ± 0.104 -6.627 ± 0.311 15.305 ± 4.672 1.000 ± 0.003 25.217 ± 7.199 7.976 ± 1.109 -3.117 ± 1.607

HB12
Cen.

C 3.782 ± 1.508 -1.426 ± 2.577 1.083 ± 1.519 0.523 ± 0.386 6.756 ± 8.537 9.453 ± 2.815 3.031 ± 4.998
Gini 0.597 ± 0.217 -0.376 ± 0.400 2.284 ± 10.540 0.652 ± 0.670 20.947 ± 10.220 6.367 ± 4.031 -2.534 ± 5.301
M20 -2.136 ± 0.740 0.377 ± 0.704 0.914 ± 4.920 0.492 ± 0.448 4.735 ± 8.175 9.387 ± 1.781 -1.650 ± 4.983
A -0.005 ± 0.033 0.100 ± 0.034 14.173 ± 9.689 -0.566 ± 0.633 3.520 ± 9.422 8.901 ± 2.708 3.695 ± 4.850

GMB -0.234 ± 0.391 0.641 ± 0.746 1.727 ± 1.137 0.882 ± 0.698 8.864 ± 8.085 11.461 ± 1.737 0.420 ± 4.784
r50 2.469 ± 0.086 8.465 ± 0.440 0.758 ± 0.030 -0.381 ± 0.097 2.358 ± 0.387 11.997 ± 0.060 -2.221 ± 0.444
n 4.308 ± 0.037 -0.980 ± 0.481 0.545 ± 0.212 -0.744 ± 0.713 4.346 ± 10.962 11.169 ± 0.093 -0.757 ± 2.803

nBulge 6.761 ± 0.043 -2.891 ± 2.635 0.531 ± 0.094 -0.826 ± 0.687 4.514 ± 10.794 11.271 ± 0.037 -2.821 ± 2.919

HB12
Sat.

C 2.812 ± 0.357 1.754 ± 0.952 1.779 ± 1.250 0.760 ± 0.435 4.981 ± 8.817 13.316 ± 1.192 3.720 ± 5.022
Gini 0.677 ± 0.200 -0.178 ± 0.345 5.543 ± 10.342 0.913 ± 0.669 16.452 ± 10.191 6.249 ± 4.226 -9.720 ± 5.215
M20 -3.312 ± 0.704 1.737 ± 0.637 5.072 ± 3.103 -0.204 ± 0.459 16.326 ± 8.097 7.131 ± 1.543 2.015 ± 5.097
A -0.003 ± 0.030 0.064 ± 0.031 1.203 ± 9.852 -0.003 ± 0.643 18.142 ± 9.218 12.247 ± 2.703 -0.487 ± 4.968

GMB -0.185 ± 0.098 0.580 ± 0.121 2.614 ± 1.120 0.936 ± 0.654 13.086 ± 8.353 12.052 ± 0.837 1.616 ± 4.892
r50 2.289 ± 0.058 6.355 ± 0.535 1.219 ± 0.132 -0.604 ± 0.319 25.024 ± 7.175 11.991 ± 0.069 4.965 ± 2.956
n 3.285 ± 0.034 -2.028 ± 0.224 0.734 ± 0.837 0.847 ± 0.075 1.942 ± 2.534 8.917 ± 0.608 -2.332 ± 1.665

nBulge 7.153 ± 0.047 -7.165 ± 0.322 0.434 ± 0.086 0.393 ± 0.304 4.170 ± 1.384 8.742 ± 0.048 -0.785 ± 0.746

HB13
Cen.

C 3.819 ± 1.348 -0.937 ± 2.327 1.000 ± 1.478 0.757 ± 0.480 8.887 ± 8.662 10.140 ± 2.723 2.644 ± 5.054
Gini 0.647 ± 0.242 -0.477 ± 0.398 3.520 ± 10.127 0.434 ± 0.693 16.160 ± 9.862 4.195 ± 4.044 -4.348 ± 5.119
M20 -2.102 ± 0.834 0.340 ± 0.807 0.588 ± 9.420 0.299 ± 0.506 19.157 ± 9.097 9.741 ± 2.663 -6.523 ± 4.883
A -0.015 ± 0.048 0.060 ± 0.050 2.445 ± 9.588 0.984 ± 0.644 9.508 ± 9.346 11.056 ± 2.666 -2.074 ± 4.918

GMB -0.177 ± 0.389 0.751 ± 0.742 0.766 ± 1.275 0.142 ± 0.729 6.660 ± 8.418 11.232 ± 1.543 -5.040 ± 4.753
r50 3.560 ± 0.011 15.416 ± 0.506 0.513 ± 0.008 0.044 ± 0.061 1.483 ± 0.118 12.000 ± 0.003 -0.982 ± 0.349
n 3.603 ± 0.037 -2.015 ± 0.262 7.250 ± 2.241 0.999 ± 0.008 24.597 ± 8.452 8.657 ± 0.935 -5.290 ± 3.407

nBulge 7.561 ± 1.324 -3.887 ± 1.390 0.713 ± 0.667 -0.607 ± 0.851 5.767 ± 12.015 10.343 ± 0.139 -0.020 ± 2.093

HB13
Sat.

C 2.892 ± 0.260 0.674 ± 1.064 0.802 ± 1.408 0.768 ± 0.342 3.199 ± 9.336 11.192 ± 1.600 -0.413 ± 4.932
Gini 0.687 ± 0.198 -0.172 ± 0.352 2.225 ± 10.687 0.632 ± 0.663 22.345 ± 10.411 8.855 ± 4.052 -8.618 ± 5.211
M20 -2.185 ± 0.681 0.529 ± 0.600 1.417 ± 2.250 0.115 ± 0.424 6.602 ± 8.710 9.085 ± 1.636 1.729 ± 4.581
A -0.064 ± 0.027 0.091 ± 0.029 1.778 ± 9.989 -0.150 ± 0.657 16.832 ± 9.664 11.104 ± 2.659 -9.763 ± 4.962

GMB -0.198 ± 0.082 0.659 ± 0.132 1.117 ± 0.619 0.747 ± 0.525 2.912 ± 8.620 11.712 ± 0.448 0.230 ± 4.800
r50 2.650 ± 0.036 7.479 ± 0.506 0.845 ± 0.039 -0.745 ± 0.039 3.558 ± 0.479 11.999 ± 0.054 -4.148 ± 0.450
n 3.437 ± 0.043 -1.772 ± 0.104 0.847 ± 0.212 0.821 ± 0.080 3.997 ± 0.890 9.663 ± 0.069 -0.018 ± 0.254

nBulge 6.403 ± 0.035 -9.243 ± 2.147 1.521 ± 0.293 -0.964 ± 0.022 4.499 ± 0.693 11.424 ± 0.484 -9.953 ± 1.401
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